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iff* By a Staff Writer

JEDDAH, May 26 — A recent German
magazine advertisement (which was
reprinted in Arab News last Sunday) that
portrayed Arabs as greedy people has been
withdrawn and canceled completely from the
German media. Rolf Grimm, advertising
director for Stern magazine, said that his
magazine already had booked a full-page
.apology in this week’sissue for Suzuki motor
Go.

However, the executive told Arab News
that the apology will also appear in other
weekly magazines that carried the Suzuki
advertisement. The magazines indude the
German equivalents of Auto Motorsport and
Motorcycle.

Grimm said he had not seen the original ad
before it was published, but if he had he
would have called the company to try to-stop
it — although legally he “could not have
refused it."

He was not sure If the company was
supervised directly by Suzuki Japan or an
agent but said, “The responsibility I think
must lie with Suzuki Japan."

Qatar's Ambassador to Germany, Sheikh
.'“^-•Muhammad ibn Ali Ai-Ansari told Arab

\i'.
News in a telephone call that when the

y.f* “dieap” advertisement was published in

\'ST‘ Stem he “took a personal initiative by send-
ing a strong note to the Suzuki company in

Japan, and a copy to its agent in Hamburg
regarding German-Arab relations."

The ambassador told the company that the
];’Arab world is the numberone supply market
for Japanese cars, and that such cheap
advertisements cannot be allowed to go on.
“Incaseit continues, I, in my capacity as dean
oftheArab diplomatic corps in Bonn, will ask
the next meeting of ambassadors for

‘-severance of economic relations with this—
- ?. company since ittends to spoil German-Arab

relations” he added.
---[ Sheikh Ali Al-Ansari said he received a

. . : r> long letter, of.regret from the chairman of the
- - Z: board ofdirectors of Suzuki. In the letter, the
- chairman thanked the ambassador for draw-

ing the board's attention toward the dis-

• .. - graceful act over whidh the parent company
cannot remain silent. The company sent a

Eifr"

copy of the note of regret with -a* letter to its
German agent, stressing the need for an
urgent halt to the advertisement as the first
step.

However, the Qatar envoy said, the Arab
League has been given a full picture of the
subject for investigation. The matter has
been included on top of the agenda of the
next meeting of Arab ambassadors in Bonn,
which is scheduled to be held June 4. He said
the Arab envoys will consider whether to be
satisfied with th e note, or to ask for an official
apology from the advertising agent or to ask a
final boycott of the company
The ambassador said Zionist propaganda

has been quite active in Germany these days,
and its hand in this affair cannot be ruled out.
He reffered to a similar inddem on German
television in which the Opel company was
involved nearly a year ago. On that occasion
too, the Arab ambassadors had opposed the
advertisement and demanded its cancelation
or boycott of the company. The result was
that it was immediately suspended and an
offidal apology was forthcoming.

In Munich, Mrs. Levener Busehfort, sec-
retary to President Otto Deuriginis of Suzuki
Trade Co., said during a telephone interview
with Arab News Tuesday that the company is

owned entirely by her boss and a Dutch
partner, Evert Louwman^She said both men
were away on a business trip. However, the
secretary said, “Suzuki Motor Company has
nothing to do with Suzuki Japan, we make
our own advertising .”

.

The company’s advertising direcor, Herr
Becker, is nowaway on a week's holiday, but
the apology advertisement placed with Stem
and the other magazines will show his picture

together with four others involved in produc-
ing the ad. The other men to be pictured
include the art director, the photographer
and Ulf Soemisch, a Swedish actor who mis-
represented himself as the “sheikh."
According to die secretary, Suzuki offices

weit fioodedSvith lettersof complaint against
the advertisement.

She also daimed that the current issue of
Der Special has a similar ad for Hat’s new
Panda carwith a“sheikh" sitting in a Cadillac

(Continued on hack page)

Close finish predicted

Heavy turnout in Dutch poll

tin

THEHAGUE, May26 ( R)— Polling was
' heavy Tuesday in a general election which

. - saw Dutch Prime Minister Dries Van Agf s

center-right government fighting to bold its

- narrow majority in the lower house of
'• parliament.

By mid-afternoon, a few hours before vot-

ing dosed, polling stations in many parts of

the Netherlands had reported a big turnout

although early sunshine had faded.

Opinion polls had predicted a close finish,

with the government picking up support
< toward the end of a campaign which focused

‘ on rising unemployment, housing shortages

.: and nudear issues. The polls suggested that

the coalition of Van Agt's Christian

Democrats (CDA) and rightist Liberals

;
(VVD) would be short of the 77 seats it held

'

.
in the 150-seat lower house before the

. - election. But at least 20 per cent of the 10.1

..
million electors were listed as still unsure who
to vote. With the Liberals making a late

recovery, a coalition majority could not be

^excluded
Even if the coalition scraped home, the

composition of a new government would not

merge until the conclusion of inter-party

Second ex-minister

ends life in Poland
WARSAW, May 26 (AP) — The Polish

- ‘‘lews Agency PAP has said that Edward

g
Barszcz, removed from his post as minister of

II jTj construction and building materials industry

jj| wf sarlier this year, has committed suicide. The
08016 ^ours a^ler a sbralat report con-

nveraing Jerzy Olszewski, former minister of

L
U

I

I oreign trade and maritime economy, who
gi.vas said to have committed suicide Monday.

• iL p PAP said that Warsaw district prosecutor’s

4 Vl I* ®ce had begun investigations into the
5

f
factions of both men but gave no details where

.. h le deaths occurred. ‘

ill 1 ‘ — ' " '»•

bargaining, which on past performance could

take weeks or even months.
The Christian Democrats ended their

campaign confident of overtaking the Labor
Party (PVDA) as the largest party. They plan
to seek a government with a broad
parliamentary base should this occur.

The forecasts were that both major parties

would drop seats. The big gainer should be

the left Demoracy, who favor a new three-

party coalition with both the FVDA and
CDA. according to the polls.

Angry exchanges on housing problems
dominated the final debate,followingPVDA
claims that a CDA program to boost house

building would require a lO percent increase

in rents over four years.

The calm campaign has been dominated by

the two main party leaders, Prime Minister

Andreas Van Agt, 50, and former Socialist

Premier loop Den Uyl. 61.

As well as the deployment of EuromissLies

the peaceful use of nudear energy and the

Dutch social security system have been in the

firing line of the campaign, which
degenerated into a war of figures over rents

and unemployment payments.

The Christian Democrats consider the

money paid to the million jobless could lead

to national bankruptcy. In the Netherlands

60 percent of national income is stopped in

tax and sodal security charges.

Of the 1 9 parties contesting nationally only

a dozen are expected to reap more than 0.66

percent of the vote and qualify for a seat in

parliament. The four main parties are the

Christian Democrats which had 49 seats in

the outgoing parliament, its coalition

partners the Liberals, who had 28 seats, the

Socialists with 53 and the center Left

Democracy 66 partywith eight seats.

(STA photo)

SUMMIT: The leaders of six Gulf states are seen here in their meeting in Abu Dhabi

wfaidb resulted in the formal declaration of the Gulf Cooperation Council Tuesday

Output cut planned

OPEC freezes prices
Earlier, Gabonese Oil Minister Alexis

Mbouy-Boutzit had said Saudi Arabia had
agreed to raise its oil price from $32 to $34 a
barrel at the OPEC conference being held

here. Mbouy-Boutzit told reporters the other
members had agreed to hold prices at $36 a

barrel. The incoming Secretary General
Mark S. Nguema of Gabon confirmed that

Saudi Arabia was ready to raise its price by
two dollars a barrel.He declined comment on
the proposed price freeze by other members.

Meanwhile, production and not prices was
the main issue that dominated the second
session held Monday morning, according to

conferencesources. The session, which lasted

for three and a half hours, was in camera
attended by heads of delegations
accompanied by one aide each.

Spanish bank assault

leader identified
BARCELONA, Spain. May 26 (AFP) -

Gunmenwhoseized the CentralBank here at

the weekend taking over 200 hostages were
led by a policeinformer,anarchist circles said
Tuesday.

Enrique Buendia, secretary-general of the
anardiist trade union CNT, said that Jose
Martinez Gomez, needed in connection with

the seizure — which ended Sunday with the

safe release of all hostages by a Spanish anti-

terrorist squad — had infiirated anarchist
circles on police orders.

By S. Sfdahmed

GENEVA, May 26 — The Organization of

Petroleum Exporting Countries extended its

five-month old pricing structure Tuesday
which effectively freezes prices for the

moment, but permits future price increases

by leading producer Saudi Arabia of upto
four dollars a barrel, United Arab Emirates

Oil Minister Mana Saeed Oteiba announced.

Otdba said they approved an extension of

die accord reached last December in Bali,

Indonesia, to set a price of between $32 and
$36 a barrel for average quality oil and to add
premiums up to a ceiling $4 1 a barrel forhigh

quality oil.

The Kingdom has kept its price at $32,

while most other members charge about$36
for their oil. Algeria charge $40 a barrel and
Libya charge $41 for their high qualitycrude.

OPEC agreed on extending the current

price range after ... \ ^jjed Zr;?
Yamani derailed a tentativeaccord callingfor

a two-dollar price hike by the Kingdom anda
freeze by an other members, conference

sources said.

Venezuelan Oil Minister Humberto
Calderon Berti said most OPEC countries

planned to cut production by at least ten per

cent, but said Saudi Arabia would not reduce
their output

Calderon said it seemed the Kingdom
“might be able to increase their price before

December.”

(
Masonic scandal aftermath

Forlani ’s governmentfalls
ROME, May 26 (Agencies) — Christian

Democrat Premier Amaldo Forlani’s

coalition government collapsed and resigned

Tliesday, under the weight of a deepening

scandal concerning the connections of

cabinet members with a secret Masonic
Lodge.
The Socialist Party immediately indicated

it will push for a Socialist premier. If they

succeed, it would mean the end of 35 years of

Christian Democrat rule in Italy. After a

45-minute cabinet meeting at Chigi Palace,

Forlani submitted the resignation of his

seven-month-old government to President

Sandro Pertini, a Socialist, who asked the

premier to stay on in a caretaker capacity.

Pertini called in two former presidents and
the heads of the two houses of parliament for

the dart of consultations aimed at forming

Italy’s 41st postwar government.

The resignation was widely expected after

the names of government ministers and other

senior politicians were discovered among the

963 alleged members of the P-2 Masonic
Lodge, which operated as a form of mutual
help society. The lodge's Grand Master Lucio
Gelli is wanted by police.

Last week, Forlani under pressure from
parliament released the names of politidans,

businessmen, publishers, diplomats and
military officers on the list. “Lodge P2 is a

secret sect that has combined business and

politics with the intention of destroying the

constitution and order of the country and of

transforming the parliamentary system into a

presidential system." prosecutors said in a

report prepared for a parliamentary com-
mission.

. .

Last Saturday, Justice Minister Adolfo
Sard, a Christian Democrat, resigned afterhe
was reported to have been a candidate for

membership in documents found in the home
of the lodge’s Grand Master Lido Gelli. Two
other government ministers were on the list

as members. Foreign Commerce Minister
Enrico Manca, a Socialist, and Labor Minis-

ter Franco Foschi, a Christian Democrat.
Prosecutors have issued arrest warrants for

Gelli on charges of political espionage.

With the fall of the government, the pow-
erful Communist Party is expected to renew
its demand to enter the cabinet of this NATO
member nation. But Flamino Picooli, sec-
retary of "the Christian Democrats, said

Monday night his party would oppose that.

Bettino Craxi, who has long sought to

become Italy’s first Socialist premier, may
ask for the top job in return for his party’s

participation in the next government. Leav-
ing the cabinet meeting, Gianni de Michelis,

Socialist state industry minister, said he
believed the time was now opportune for a

Socialist head of government.

Italian newspapers and magazines have
alleged the Masonic Lodge was involved in a

variety of scandals ranging from bribe

payments and tax evasion in the oil industry

to a far-reaching plot to set up an
authoritarian regime in Italy.
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Bundestag backs Euromissile policy
BONN, May 26 (AFP) - The West

German parliament Tuesday overwhelm-

ingly backed the government’s two-pronged

policy on Euro missiles in a victory for

Chancellor Helmut Schmidt who had staked

his political future on the issue.

Schmidt had said be might resign if the

Bundestag did not accept the North Atlantic

Treaty Organization’s plans to deploy

medium-range nuclear missiles in Western

Europe while seeking resumption of U.S.-

Soviet talks on Eurostrategic weapons. But

484 of the 518 deputies voted Tuesday for a

resolution supporting Bonn’s concurrence in

the December 1979 NATO decision. Four

dissident members of Schnudfs Social

Democrat Party were opposed and six

deputies abstained.

Schmidt had to use all his personal

influence to persuade thevast majority of his

party to back die resolution that was

supported by West German Liberals and,

with some reservations, by the opposition

Christian Democrats. But observers said that

tiie lukewarm support from the Social

Democrats’ left wing could signal tough times

ahead for the ruling Social-Liberal coalition.

One bad omen for the government already,
the observers said, was resignation Monday
of Hans Ulrich Ktose, the Sodal Democrat
who headed the regional government of
Hamburg.
They said that the move by Ktose, a

staunch opponent of nudear power plants,

was proof of the growing split within tile

Social Democratic Party, where the
“pacifist” left wing has been gaining ground.
The faction opposes both deployment of
nudear missiles in West Germany and a
nudear-based energy policy, and it has the
support of the editor ofOar Spiegel, the most
widely read magazineIn West Germany with

a circulation of a million.

The editor, Rudolf Augstein, a former
Liberal deputy, has said that “new atomic
arms will make war more likely and the most
threatened territory of the Western world in

case of conflict would be West Germany.”

The NATO decision provides for the
deployment of 572 U.S.-made missiles in

Western European countries, including West
Germany, beginning in 1983 to counter the

threat of Soviet SS-20 warheads.

The Weaem allies also called for a

resumption of talks between Washington and

Moscow aimed at limiting the number of

nuclear warheads deployed in the European

theater. In addition to approving the double

decision taken by NATO, the resolution

approved by the Bundestag Tuesday insisted

that the United States and France declare

their acceptance as welL

Schmidt’s difficulties do not stop at the

Europmissile issue, however. Some
observers say that by autumn, the gov-

ernment is going to be faced with a $6,500

million to $3 ,700 million “hole” in its budget.

The Liberals want;; to make deep slashes in

social programs to fill the gap but this has

drawn strong opposition from most Sodal

Democrats.

ABU DHABI, May 26 (Agencies) - The
leaders of six Arab Gulf states announced the

formation of a Gulf Cooperation Council

which will enhance their cooperation in all

fields and bring them much closer together.

A final communique announced here

Tuesday crowned two days of deliberations

by the heads ofstate of Saudi Arabia. Kuwait,

the U.A.E.. Oman. Qatar and Bahrain.

Riyadh was chosen as the permanent venue
for the GCC and Abdullah Yacoub Bishara.

formerly Kuwait’s ambassador in the U.N. as

the secretary general.

The communique stressed the council’s

rejection of all forms of foreign intervention

in the region and demanded the termination

of superpower military presence including

the withdrawal of their naval forces.

As was widely expected, the summit com-
munique placed special importance on
economic cooperation and the council'schar-

ter provided machinery for enhancing coop-

eration and coordination in many areas which
had been informally ohsen ed by the six hut

now built into their charter of objectives.

The leaders emphasized that the GCC is a

peaceful entity not in any way directed

against any bloc or country but they iirmly

condemned Israeli aggression and continued

occupation of the Arab lands and demanded
its withdrawal from all the occupied coun-
tries.

Fallowing is the full text ot the cnmmun:-
que:

In the Name of Allah the Beneficent and the

Merciful

In response to the invitation of Uk Highness the

President of the United Arab Emirates and by

God's Grace, a meeting was held m Abu Dhabi in

the period from 21 to 22 1401. corresponding to

May 25 and 26 1981, among:
His Highness Sheikh Zayed ibn Sultan AI-

Nahayan. president of the United Arab Emirates:— His Highness Sheikh lssa ibn Salman Al-
Khalifa, the ruler of the State of Bahrain;
— His Majesty King Khaied ibn Abdul Aiiz

Al-Saud. King of ihe Kingdom of Saudi Arabia;— His Majesty Sultan Qahnot ihn Said, the Sul-

tan of Oman:
— His Highness Sheikh Khalifa ihn Hamad Al

Thani, the Ruler of the State of Qatar; anJ— His Highness Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad Al-
Jaber, the Ruler of Ihe Stale of Kuwait.
Moved by the existing spirit of brotherhood

among these states and their peoples.

?n completion of the efforts started by their lead-

ers in the scorch for an ideal formula to group their

states and ensure cooperation and coordination;

Convinced of the importance of cooperation
among these states:

In response 10 the desires and aspirations of their

peoples for more cooperation and action for a bet-

ter future: and
Pursuant to what has been achicv ed al their fore-

ign ministers meeting in Riyadh Feh. 2. 1U?»1 and
Muscat March 3, 19M:

Their Majesty and Their Highness agreed
among rhcmscUes to set up a council to proup! heir

stales under (he name of Cooperation Council of
the Arab Statesof ihe Gulf. They signed the Coun-
cil's Statute which aims at promoting cooperation

among these states: developing relations: achiev-

ing coordination, integration and solidantv:

deepening and fostering the existing ties among
their peoples in the various domains; setting up

joint projects; and working out similar systems ini

the v anous economic, cultural, information, social,

and judicial fields to sene their interesis and
strengthening their capacity to hold firm to their

faith and values.

They decided to appoint Abdullah Yacoub

King returns
RIYADH. May 26 — King Khaled

returned here alter unending a two-day
summit conference of the heads of state of

the Gulf Cooperation Council in Abu
Dhabi. He was welcomed by Crown
Pnnce Fahd. Prince Abdullah’, second
deputy premier and commander of the

National Guard and many other princes

and dignitaries.

Bisharj as secretary general oi the council and to

select Riyadh, in SaaJi Arabia, as the venue for the

iX-rmanen: headquarters of the council.

Aware or the inevitability oi economic integra-

tion among their stales and of social intercourse

among their people, they feel that the temporary
circumstances experienced by their stales and the

similar cases and problems they arc facing despite
their similar economic and social systems make it

imperative to l.iv down the bases and establish the
necessary institutions and mechanisms to turn such
integration and social intercourse into a tangible

reality; and to fulfil these objectives and make
i henvtmplement able; and in conformity with Arti-

cle IV of the Statute, they decided to set up ad hoc
committees as is mentioned in detail in ihe

attached working paper adopted by the Supreme
Council.

Their Majesty and Their Highness reviewed j)ic

current situation in the urea and reaffirmed tha the

security and stability oi the area are the responsibil-

ity of its peoples and states and that this Council is

the vivid expression of the w ill of these states and
thor rigVt to defend their security and preserve
tiieir independence.
They underlined their categorical rejection oi

any foreign interference in the area from whatever
source.

They demandeJ that the entire area must remain

(Continued on back pr&e)

Begin’s offer spurned

Lebanon backs Syria on SAMs
By Wahib Ghorab

Arab News Correspondent

JEDDAH, May 26 — The Lebanese gov-
ernment has rejected an Israeli offer for talks

either in Beirut or in Tel Aviv and reiterated

its support for the stationing of anti-aircraft

missiles within the Syrian forces in the
country.

In a statement \a Arab News Tuesday, Pre-
mier Shafiq Wazzan said that his government
rejected the offer by Israeli Premier
Menahem Begin to sign a peace agreement as

“a pure maneuver.”
“Israel knows that the Lebanese gov-

ernment and people are in unity with their

Arab brothers and wish to see a fair solution

of the Palestinian problem,” he said. “We
believe that the solution should include

liberating all Arab lands and restoring the full

rights of the Palestinian people,” he added.

Wazzan affirmed his government’ssupport
for the Syrian decision to station missiles in

Lebanon as part of the ArabDeterrent Force
which is keeping the peace in the country at

the invitation of the Lebanese government.

•‘These forces can use any weapons they need

for their protection," he declared.

He wondered why Israel should arrogate to

itself the right to overfly Lebanon everyday

but objects to the Syrian missiles which are

defensive weapons and specifically aimed at

protecting the Lebanese people.

“We have communicated our positions to

the Syrian government, the .Arab foreign

ministers meeting in Tunis and the American
mediator ‘Philip Habib who is in the region

representing President Reagan.” he said.

Koreans note Kingdom’s stability
By Elias Haddad

KYONGSANG, South Korea May 26 —
Political stability in the Middle East was
pointed out as a prerequisite to South
Korea’s continued presence in Saudi Arabia
and the Arab world, especially in the con-
struction field an international seminar on
the Middle East here was told Tuesday.
A four-day seminar,now in its third-day, is

sponsored by the Korea-U.S. Economic
Council with the support of the Korean
Traders Association and the Aspen Institute

of the United States. The seminar will be
addressed Wednesday by Abdul .Aziz Al
Dukhail, deputy minister' of finance.
Touching on detailed strategy for Korean

advances in the Middle East, Dr. Shin H. Joo,
attorney at law and a business consultant in
Seoul, said that most Arab countries hope to

strengthen their ties, especially with non-
deve Ioped countries because of their heavy
defence on economic supeipowers.
“Korean chances of further reinforcing

already happy lies with Arab countries

remain quite positive,” said Colin Eilliams,

senior fellow, Aspen Institute. Foreign guest

speakers also indude Bruce Lawrence, pro-
fessor of religion, Duke University, Tahseen
Basheer, former information minister of
Egypt and permanent representative to the

Arab League Adrian Iskander,dean of politi-

cal studies and public administration"

American University of Beirut, Lebanon and
Herbert^ Passin, professor of Columbia
University.

Main topics being discussed at the seminar
indude “discussion on Islam.” economic
history and current issues” and political out-
look." The seminar, according to the Korea,
U.S. Council, aims at promoting further

Korean economic advances in the Middle
East.

Korean partidpants to the seminar tndude
government officials, representatives of
Korean construction companies operating in

the Middle East, leading export companies

and oil refineries.

He observed that the five-year economic
development plan of Sauai Arabia (from

May 19S0 to March 19S5) needs a total

investment of $330,000 million and that

Korea can continue to enjoy an advance into

Saudi Arabia's construction arena and other

Middle East markets when Korean builders

dedicate themselves to the rapid and
extensive development of new technology.

The theme of Tuesday's discussion was
economic history and current issues in the

Middle East. The participants will discuss the

political cmtlook in the Middle East

Wednesday as a conclusion to the end of the

seminar.
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50*000 to make journey

Pakistan prepares path for pilgrims

ajabnews Local

By a Staff Writer

JEDDAH, May26— Pakistan’sundersec-

retary for religious affairs said Tuesday that

the number of pilgrims ‘who will make the

journey from Pakistan will total 50,000-

1. A. Imtiazi told AmB News ' dial his

country’s advance Hajj team concluded talks

Tuesday with officials related to pilgrimage

services here. The delegation will depart

Kingdom requests

soccer test meet
RIYADH, May 26(SPA) — The Kingdom

has officially requested to host the World
Cup Qualifying games for Asia, according to

Prince Fahd ibn Sultan, chairman of the

Saudi Arabian Olympic Committee and

vice-chairman of the Saudi Arabian football

federation Tuesday.
The Saudi Arabian football federation

requested to hold the qualifying games in

November, 198 1 , he said. The results of qual-

ifying games will decide th two teams that will

represent Asia in the World Scoccer Cup to

be held in Spain next year. So far Saudi

Arabia, Kuwait and the People's Republic of

China— as champions of the th ree groups—
have secured participation in the games.

Wednesday after their two-week stay in the

country.

Of the estimated 50.000 pilgrims, 1 1 .000

will come by sea in nine voyages, while the

rest will come by air on 170 flights. On an

experimental basis, 6.000 of the pilgrims will

come in groups of44 to 80 people. The group
will have one leader and will perform the

pilgrimage intact. Forty-eight of the group

leaders are visiting the Kingdom at present to

make arrangements, and another team of40
are due to arrive after the first group returns

to Pakistan. The total number of group
leaders will be 148.

The advance Hajj team visited Riyadh and
held talks with Interior Miniter Prince Naif,

and met Makkah Governor Prince Majed
and Medina Governor Prince Abdul
Mofasen. They also held discussions with

Pilgrimage and Endowments Minister Abdul
Wahab Abdul Wasie;_ Assistant Defense and
Aviation Minister for Civil Aviation,

Kamel Sindi; and Sheikh Abdul Aziz ibn Baz,

the chairman of the departments of scholarly

research, religious ruling, call to Islam and
religious guidance.

Imtiazi stressed th at all Saudi Arabian offi-

cials the team met were responsive and
understanding. He expressed admiration for

the untiring efforts of the officials in the

BRIEFS
Artesian wells to be dug

RIYADH, May 26 (SPA) — Ten artesian

wells will be dug in various parts of the

country at a cost of nearly SR27 million. Four
will be dug in Hafr Al Batten and the Empty
Quarter at a cost of SR2 1,500,000 while six

will be dug in Iskakah, Domat Al Jandal,

Tabuk and Tima at a cost of SR5,444,000.

The contracts were awarded to national com-

panies, officials announced Tuesday.

Health minister returns

RIYADH, May 26 (SPA)— Health Minis-
ter Dr. Hussain Jazaeri returned here

Tuesday from Jordan where he had talks with

the Jordanian Minister Dr. Zubair Milhem
and chaired meetings of the Arab council for

medical specializations which were held there

the last two days.

Traffic buildings dedicated

RIYADH, May 26 (SPA) — Gen.
Abdullah Al Sheikh, the director general of

public security, dedicated the new traffic

buildings, here Tuesday. The buildings con-

tain operation rooms, full equipment, a

detention center, a restaurant for 500 men
and many other facilities. The main
operations room which cost SR80 million will

be opened by Riyadh Governor Prince

Salman in the near future.

British delegation visits

DAMMAM, May 26 (SPA) — A British

delegation representing the Birmingham
Chamber of Commerce and Industry visited

the chamber here and held talks with the

secretary general about matters of mutual
interest including the marketing of British

goods in the Eastern Region.
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Riyadh Tel: 4789323. Telex: 201175 XENELSJ. ^

Kingdom to serve pilgrims and facilitate the
performance of pilgrimage.

The team also met with Pakistani nationals

residing in Makkah and Medina who
volunteered to help pilgrims with
accommodation, transportation and general
welfare.

The government of Pakistan has under-
taken certain measures to facilitate the

performance of pilgrimage, Imtiazi said. In

an effort to improve the general health con-
ditions of the Pakistani pilgrims, the “people
who are too old, side and weak will be
effectively persuaded not to under take the

pilgrimage,” he said.“ We will try to screen as
many as possible of the seriously sick,'' he
added.

All Pakistani pilgrims will be given special

pilgrimage passports. “Every Pakistani
traveling to the Kingdom during the
pilgrimage season will be given the
pilgrimage passport,” Imtiazi said. The issue

has been coordinated with the Saudi Arabian
consulate.

Taif opens

information

exhibition
TAIF, May 26 (SPA) — Jeddah Mavor

Muhammad Said Farsi opened a planning

exhibition Tuesday by consultative and con-

struction companies for an information com-

plex here. The complex will be for Taif

Municipality’s proposed information and

computer center that will be built in

cooperation with Jeddah Munidpality.

The exhibition comes on the occasion of

Mayor Farsi's tour of Taif accompanied by

Western Region Telephone Director

General Rabi Dahlan . Farsi paid visits to Taif

Planning Department and met with Ibrahim

Janabi, assistant administrator ofTaif s plan-

ning project. Janabi gave a detailed

explanation of Taifs future architectural

planning.

Farsi was escorted during his tour by Dr.

Hassan Hajra, mayor of Taif. They visited the

city’s important projects and the Shafa area

COMMENT Talks center
y nhamr^Ms^nood on air mailBy Mohammad Mahmoud Hafez

Al Nadwa

A few weeks ago, I happened to attend
a marriage party, gripped with the fear

that 1 would have to keep awake until

dawn or, maybe, till after sunrise. But my
astonishment was great when I noticed
that the invitation card had fixed the time
of celebrations from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. This
was, indeed, quite encouraging since I find

myselfamong those who cannot afford to

part with sleep until dawn has struck.

Another thing that engaged my
attention was that there was no mixing of
sexes, although it invariably happens
when the groom arrives to see his bride in

the company of his relatives and friends.

But in this function the groom was not
allowed to enter Into the assembly of

women. Instead, he stayed with the bride
in an independent room,Then came back

to the gathering of men. This change for

the better was appreciated by many.
The astonishment will be still great if

you ask about the people responsible for

this change. The function was arranged by
the women students of Umm Al-Qura
university and managed by Dr. Fatimah

i
Nassif and her colleague Dr. Ayedah
Al-Jarrah. Others who took part included
women students from Saudi Arabia,

Bahrain and the Philippines.

I really admired this gesture from the
university teachers and their students. I

wish this trend prevailed in oursociety—
doing away with tileextravagance ofwed-
ding parties. I hasten to congratulate the
university teachers and their students for
this commendable job.

j

MAKKAH. May 26 (SPA) — The ninth

Postal Conference continued its meetings
here Tuesday under Abdul Hadi Habashi,
assistant director general of posts. The
session discussed issues of transporting mail

by air inside and outside the Kingdom. The
issue was raised by Saudia.

The conference undertook appropriate

decisions to improve and develop the air mail
service inside the Kingdom, especially since

Saudia has a larger air mail system than many
international airlines do not have. The com-
mittee also decided to all surface mail to air

mail. A committee comprising Saudia and
concerned departments of the General
Directorate of Posts wall draw the guidelines

for this service. The conference, which began
Saturday, will conclude its meetings,
Wednesday.

Committee completes
legal complex plans
JEDDAH, May 26 (SPA) — The com-

mittee for drawing up a plain, for Islamic

jurisprudence complex completed its

deliberations here Tuesday with a 25-point

recommendation of aims and objectives

which wiD besubmitted to the Islamicforeign

ministers due to meet in Iraq next month.

The countries represented in the con-

ference indude Saudi Arabia... Pakistan,

Bangladesh, Indonesia, Morocco, Syria, the

UAE Tunis and Kuwait.The idea was pro-

posed by the Islamic summit conference

which met in Taif last year. The plan will

provide explanations and knowledge about

various issues to the Islamic world.

. . i.;,...

Muhammad Said Farid

where they were briefed on proposed pro-

jects for the area. They also visited the large

tunnel project opposite the King's hospital,

the stormwater drainage canal at Wadi Waj.
the Najma gardens and other beautification

and tourism projects.

Meanwhile, Al Jazxrah reported Tuesday
that Taif munidpality was promoted and
given authority equivalent to large city

municipalities in order to enable it carry out
its responsibilities in renovating the summer
resort andrnake it one of the best tourist

Bawan tbjara

attractions. The information and computer
center will be provided wii 3:
information, books, bulletins. repomajJ
maps to serve as a data center for Taif the
paper said.

'

The visit comes under Taif mmndpalitv's
plan to cooperate with all the Kingdom*;
munidpaliues in improving the summer
resort rity. This comes in accordance witirthe
instructions of Prince- Mileb, public worts
and housing minister and acting municipal
and rural affairs minister, Al

Under the patronage of the Tunisian Embassy
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In the Nova-Park's Royal Tent Restaurant, you'll

enjoy the finest in Tunisian food and entertain-

ment. Try Couscous, Brick, Ojja ... all expertly
prepared under the supervision of the Executive
Chef de Cuisine of the Hotel International, Tunis.

Listen to folk music by a seven piece group. See
display of leatherware, carpets, and fine jewellery.

Admire the painting exhibition by renowned artists

Maybe win a superb prizel... a week's holiday for

two in glorious Tunis could be yours.

Come and join us ! You'll enjoy every minute.
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Designed to cut down all sorts of office problems,

the SF-820 can reduce copy size, copying time

and copier space Reduction-size copying at the

push of a button, actual-size copying at the rate

of 24 copies per minute*, plus a compact design

that, allows you to place it practically anywhere

in your office Automatic document feed and
collating capabilities are available by adding

Sharp's Automatic Document Feeder

SF-460 and Collator SF-450 as options.
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with the Sr-740.

you can copy on almost

anything from plain paper, color

stock, labels or tracing paper to trans

parencies and offset masters Straight paper path

eliminates most jams With built-in microcomputer

reliability this is a truly versatile copier that can be

applied to a wide variety of business needs
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Riyadh development panel meetsorvAnu u... /di>a\ t»: ARIYADH, May 26 (SPA) - Riyadh
Governor Prince Salman chaired a meet-
ing of the Higher Committee for the
DevelopmentofRiyadh Tuesdayevening.
The committee reviewed the city’s pro-
jects and needsin lightof thenew budget.
Riyadh was allocated SR2.7 billion in

this year's budget in order to carry out
various projects. Prince Salman
announced a week ago. The projects
indude building new markets, gardens,
parking lots, asphalting, paving and
illuminating die city's streeots.

The governor also said that several
Important projects were approved after

Crown Prince Fahrfs visit to the High
Commission for Riyadh’s Development
headquarters here. Among die approved
projects are the expropriation of some
farms and residential areas in Riyadh. The
areas will be transformed into public
parks. The project is expected to cost

SR35Q million. Prince Fahcfs visit was
made under King KhalecTs instructions,

the governor added.

The capita! city’s budget also includes
allocations for fencing residents’ pro-
perties, ensuring cleaning equipment for
the capital's new districts, conducting
various studies for a storm-water drainage
'system, planning the present Riyadh

airport’s site and an aerial survey of the
city.

The Riyadh Zoo, located at Hasa
Street, will be improved in line with the
development of the city. Prince Salman
said. The project will cost about SR120
billion. Another program to open new
roads that will link the variousparts of the
city and facilitate traffic movement is
estimated to cost SR13 billion, be added.

Girls’ education exhibit

In other actions, the prince dedicated
the first Exhibition ofSchool Activitiesfor
GirlsMonday evening.The exhibition was
organized by the Presidency of Girls’
Education here at the 29th school at
Al-Murabba'e. The governor was met
upon arrival by Sheikh Rashcd ibn
Khanin, president of girls’ education;
Sheikh Abdullah Al-Rashid ibn Khanin,
vice-president; Abdullah Al-Harqan,
director general for girls’ education in
Riyadh; and other senior officials.

Harqan said there are 146 primary, 48
intermediate and 24 secondary schools as
well asa teachers training institutefor girls
in Riyadh this year. More than 55,000 girl
pupils are at the elementary stage. While
16,000 students are registered in the
intermediate stage and 7,000 in secondary
schools and the teacfaere trammg fnstitirte

tVfabnews Local. page
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^ Development plans discussed

Saudi-Belgian Commission winds up talks

Prince batman
Prince Salman lauded the efforts of the

presidency and those of the girls in the
visitors book after touring the various
parts of the exhibition as well as the
laboratories, the dress-making classes, the
audio-visual rooms and other facilities.

He also attended a tea party given on the
occasion.

scholarships reviewed for public employees
RIYADH, May 26 (SPA) — The Higher
jbHc Employees’ Scholarship Committee
et.here Tuesday under Abdul Wahab
bdul Wasie, pilgrimage and endowments
ioister and acting higher education minis-

r.

Abdullah Al-Haseen, higher education
nistry scholarships and relations director
acral and the committee's secretary gen-
al, said the meeting reviewed its program
rich includes approval for sending more
m 150 employees abroad for various
sdalizations. The employees, recom-
nded by their respective ministries, will

spare for bachelors degrees and higher
ocation. The committee also approved
lewal of some employees^ scholarships for
flier terms.

In other educational developments, the
lahran University of Petroleum and Min-
itf Chemical Engineering Department will

poize a seminar on treating industrial

ter. Several ooncerned companies; indud-
the Saudi Arabian Basic Industries Cor-

ration (SABIC), the Saudi Arabian Fertil-

r Company .(SAFCO), the Arabian-
ledcan CM! Company (ARAMCO) and

the Arabian Oil Company of Khafji, will par-
ticipate in the three-day seminar
The seminar will discuss scientific research

related to the treatment of industrial water. It
willbelp develop the scientific awareness of
engineers working in the treatment of indus-
trial water, in addition to enabling UEM
chemical engineering students to witness the
latest methods in treating water.

Another issue to be discussed by the semi-

nar will be designs for treatment of water, the
latest scientific and technological develop-
ment and how to cope with problems arising
from misuse,.corrosion, rust and accumulation
of dirt. The seminar is part of the univer-

sity s academic institution's activities under a

program for practicalapplicationoftheircur-
ricula.

Meanwhile in Dammam, the Intermediate
College and Science Center of Dammam
opened registration for teachers’ training and
secondary institutes.

Muhammad Al-Mansour, the college's

dean, said that 132 students have registered

for the winter semester. The students come
from Dammam, Hasa and Hafr El Batin. He

Prayer
Wednesday Makkah Medina Riyadh Dammam Bnnudab Tabnk
Fajr (Dawn) 4.14 4.09 3.40 333 3.48 4.13
Dhohr (Noon) 12.18 12.19 1130 1137 12.01 1231
Asst (Evening) 3.32 3.41 3.13 3.04 339 4.03
Maghreb (Sunset) 6.58 7.05 636 636 631 735
Isha (Night) 838 835 8.06 7.56 831 8.55

INDECOM
P.O. BOX: 2838, Jeddah
Tel: (02V 682-38-45/46
Tlx: 40*126 INDCOM

Wanted
Registered Pharmacist with more
than 10 years experience in

MARKETING and SALES promo-

tion with 7 years experience in

the Kingdom. Seeks higher

responsibility.

Invite offers.

Siddique, P.O.Box 935, Jeddah.

Immediate Opening
Programmer/Analyst

MAJOR FOOD CHAIN REQUIRES AN EXPERIENCED COBOL
PROGRAMMER/ANALYST FOR ITS RIYADH COMPUTER
DEPARTMENT.
• Minimum 2 years experience in Application Programming.

• Transferable Iqama.
• Previous Disk Operating System Experience.

• Prefer NCR 8200 Background or Equivalent Mini Disk Systems.

• Good English with a working knowledge of Arabic would be

preferred

SALARY BASED ON EXPERIENCE. CALL 464-8668 FOR
INTERVIEW APPOINTMENT.

Termination of Service

ARIEB Enterprises announces that

Mr. Done J. Neal, an American national holding

Passport No. G 2199932, left for vacation on

April 16, 1981 and has since not returned. His

employment has therefore, been terminated

as of May 13, 1981.

Everybody is warned that Arieb Enterprises will

not be responsible for any transaction entered

into by Mr. Done J. Neal after May 13, 1981.

added dial registration will remain open until

July 17 for students who wish to join.

He called on graduates who fulfill the col-

lege and' centers' admission conditions to

come forward to join the teaching profession.

When students graduate from the intermedi-

ate ooflegp juad science center, they are
appointed as teachers in secondary and
intermediate schools.

JEDDAH, May 26 (SPA) — The Saudi-
Belgian Joint Commission wound up a two-
day meeting here under the Economic and
Technical Cooperation Agreement of 1978.
The two sides are led respectively by Shaikh

Abdullah Ali Reda, foreign undersecretary
for international economic affairs; and Jean
Holandb, director general for international

economic relations at the Belgian foreign
ministry.

The talks Monday centered on widening
the scope of cooperation in die economic and
technical fields, in training and the transfer of
technology. The meetings were attended by
the ministries of Public Works and Housing,
Finance and National Economy, Petroleum
and Mineral Resources, Posts, Telegraph and
Telephones and Agriculture and Water. The
National Center for Science and Technology,
the General Railways Organization; and
representatives from die Jeddah and Riyadh
chambers of commerce and industry also

attended the meetings.

Sheikh Abdullah said several proposals
were exchanged in the fields of agriculture,
science and health training. The proposals
were discussed by the two national science
and technology centers. The talks laid

particular stress on scientific training for the
implementation of the Third Five-Year
Development Plan, Sheikh Abdullah added.
He said the Saudi Arabian side briefed the

Belgians cm the plan and the new policies the

Kingdom intends to follow. Discussions also

dealt with the establishment of national
industries in cooperation with the industrial

nations.

The Saudi Arabian delegation also stressed

the necessity of free competition in gov-
ernment tenders and giving 100 per cent
priority to wholly-owned Saudi Arabian
firms rather than joint ventures. Second in

priority are the joint ventures.

Saudi Arabia, Sheikh Abdullah Said, is try-

ing to get abundant goods and services from

various sources. “When we review
agreements with governments and other
quarters, each party explains to us the

possibilities of its cairntiy, industries and
services that can be offered to us. Then we
have the choice and we select whatever is

useful to us."

The Belgian side a sked for a list of reliable

Saudi merchants whom itcan deal with in the

industrial and agricultural fields for possible

individual agreement to be signed with them.

Spanish minister departs
RIYADH, May 26 (SPA)- The Saudi

Arabian-Spanish Joint Commission con-

cluded its meetings here Tuesday under
die cochairmanship of Commerce Minis-

ter Dr. Soliman A. Solaim and Spanish

Economy and Trade Minister Juan
Antonio Garda.
The Kingdom's delegation to the meet-

ings included Faisal Al-Sbubail, chairman
of die government rail road organization;

Dr. Abdul Rahman Al-Zamel, deputy
commerce minister. Dr. Abdullah Al-

Ghuwaiz, assistant deputy finance and
national economy minister; and Dr.
Mahjoub Hasanain, an offidal of the

Petrolearn and Minerals Ministry.

The Spanish side included ambassador
to ibe Kingdom Manuel Saso,
Plenipotentiary Ambassador Manuel De
Brado and Head of the National Industry
Institute Carlos Manlao,
The commission, formed after King

Jaun Carlos’ visit to the Kingdom in 1 977,
had began its meeting here Sunday.

Later in the day, the Spanish minister

left'Riyadh for home. He was seen off by
Dr. Soliman A. Solaim and other senior
officials.

Marcia was received by Riyadh Gov-
ernor Prince Salman prior to bis

departure. They exchanged cordial talks.

The Spanish minister was briefed by
Prince Salman on Riyadh achievements
and development as well as that of other
cities in the Kingdom.

Earlier, Garda met with Dr, Abdul
Hadi Taker, Petromin governor, Talks

centered on promoting cooperation

between Saudi Arabia and Spain in

economic trade and oil fields.

At the final session of the joint com-
mission’s meetings, the two adesreviewed
economic relations between their

countries and means of development.

They also discussed cooperation prospects
in projects of mutual interest.

The Saudi Arabian-Spanish joint com-
munique expressed satisfaction _oa the

steady increasing development of the

trade exchange between the two
countries.

Dr. Solaim called on Spanish
businessmen to take into consideration
the strong competition they will face in

entering the Saudi Arabian market. The
basic prindples of the Kingdom's trade

policy includes freedom of trade, the
minister said.

He stressed the major role that can be
played by businessmen in economy and
trade, especially through chambers of
commerce. He allied on the Spanish side

to increase temporary trade exhibitions to

display their products in the Kingdom.
The Spanish minister expressed his

satisfaction about the way that bilateral

economic relations are developing and
said that his government is eager to

establish strong relations. .

ON31MAY
SAUDIAWILLSTART
OPERATINGFROM ITS
NEWTERMINAL IN
KINGABDULAZIZ
INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT,JEDDAH.

Saudiawishestodrawtheattentionofthepublictothe following*
ARRimLS

All Siiiuliu High is scheduled to arrive alter 3 am local time on May
3 1 will iumi at King Ahdula/i/ international Airport.

CZ

)

JEPMI'-UC* "MON. iIMW,

1 5AUOIA TIMIIMAl
1 SAUDIA Ain CARGO
3 PUBLIC PARKING

DEPARTURES
On May 31 si. all Saudia flights will depart from King Ahdula/iz
Internationa] Airport, except for the flights listed below. These
flights will depart from (lie i»IJ Airport.

As of June 1st. all Saudia flights will depart without exception
from the King Ahdula/ii International Airport.

CARGOSERVICES
OUTBOUND FREIGHT
Ax of May 31 all outbound freight will only be handled from the
new Saudia Cargo building in King AIhIuIj/i/ Inlematioiu! Airport

INBOUND FREIGHT
As of May 3 1 ail inbound freight will arrive at King Ahdiila/tr

InkTiuMorui Airport- Freight should be collected from the new
Saudia Cargo building inkmg \hdulj/i/ Inlenulional Airport.

N.B.

Ml in bound freight arriving prior to Mj> 31 should he collected
in»m the Saudia Cargo office at the old airport. Headline for the
collection of freight is June 1

7
. 1 98 1. Saudia will accept no

responsibility for any shipment alter this dale.

Flight

No.

Departure

Time

Route

947 0350 J^ddah/Tabuk
800 0420 Jeddah/Gizan
900 0450 Jeddah/Medina
830 0530 Jeddah/Abha
902 0600 Jeddah/Medina
937 0600 Jeddah/Yanbu
878 0650 Jeddah/Taif

100 0610 Jeddah/Riyadh
940 0620 Jeddah/Quassim

714 0630 Jeddah/Dhahran

8SO 0710 Jeddah/Nejran/Sharorah

102 0730 Jeddah/Riyadh

848 0755 Jeddah/Abha
154 0805 Jeddah/Dhahran/Bombay
762 0915 Jeddah/Medina

760 1015 Jeddah/Riyadh/Kuwait

795 1250 Jeddah/Mogadishu

Kor more information.please call- 6X62556. 6X6255"

5HUDIHW
SAUDI ARABIAN AIRLINES Member ul I M \

Growing fasterto serveyoubetter.
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Sadat wants RDF
based in Red Sea
KHARTOUM, March 26 (AP) -

Egyptian President Anwar Sadat disclosed

Monday that he has asked Washington to use

Egypt’s facilities on the Red Sea as a

springboard for the U.S. touted Rapid

Deployment Force and promised no con-

cessions on the American-sponsored Camp
David accords to win back Arabs opposing

peace with Israel.

Sadat made the remarks in a joint news

conference with Sudanese President Jaafar

Numeiri shortly before Dying back to Cairo at

the end of a one-day visit to Sudan to take

part in the 12th anniversary celebration of

the accession of Numeiri to power. His visit

was the the first to an Arab country since he

signed the 1979 peace treaty with Israel.

The RDF is designed to “rescue the Gulf

and the U.S. said it wanted to station the

RDF in the Indian Ocean. 1 told them,

"Why not the Red Sea", Sadat added.

Sadat and Numeiri unraveled a string of

pro- Western and anti-Soviet positions that

individually have been parts of the two
nations' foreign policies.

1 1 was the First time, though, that they stood

up Together and announced these positions as

6rm views of their two governments.

“I don't think we need any foreign soldiers

to defend us in Egypt and Sudan,” Sadat said.

“We have our own soldiers, but we want

sophisticated arms to face whatever activities

in the area, and safeguard our national

inspiration. “In this respect, we shall always

ask the U.S. to take its share in this.”

The Sudanese armed forces Monday dis-

played their anay of military hardware in a

90- minute parade which included French-

made Puma helicopters. Chinese-made F-6
jet lighters and American M-47 Patton tanks

as well as Egyptian-manufactured armored
personnel carriers and Canadian Buffalo

transport planes. The display is held every

year to commemorate the anniversary of the

May 1969 revolution.

(AP wtnftMto)

TEENAGE TERRORIST: A teenager

pointing his empty gnn at the Turkish

police- The police paraded the 14-year-old

boy Yasar Karduz charging him with act-

ing as a courier between 16 arrested

members of the leftist “Dev Sol’’

(revolutionary left) terror group. Karduz
told tile police he was forced to become
affiliated with the extremist faction.

Afghans fire

rockets into

Soviet office

Kuwait blacklists ships

frequenting Israel ports

Mitterrand plans
to visit Israel

NEW DELHI, May 26 (AP) - Afghan
freedom fighters fired several rockets into the

Soviet embassy compound in Kabul Sunday
and scored one hit on the main embassy
building, a traveler arriving Monday from
Afghanistan reported.

The traveller, quoted by Afghan exile

sources in New Delhi, said he did not know
the extent of damage to the embassy on
Darhul-Aman Road, or whether there had
been any casualties. The traveler declined use

of his name or position, explaining that he

intends to return to Kabul, the exiles said.

In Moscow, the Soviet foreign ministry

Tuesday declined substantive comment on
the attack. A foreign ministry spokesman
would say only that “the foreign ministry

press department has no information on an
attack.”

KUWAIT, May 26 ( AP) — A number of

Yugoslav, Cypriot, Panamanian. Greek and
West z German ships which frequented
ports in Israel have been blacklisted by-

Kuwait, the official gazette said.

Under unified Israeli Boycott regulations,

chose ships will not be allowed to call on
Kuwait pons for loading, offloading or taking
fuel, water or supplies from the said ports.

The ships involved indude: Galiota pre-
viously sailing under the name Adjustant of

Yugoslavia,'Alaskan Trader previously sailing

under the name Irenes Charisma of Greece.
Deneb previously sailing under the name Gulf
Crescent of Cyprus and the Panamanian
Vessel Riva One and Fagerfjell and a third

Panamanian ship Clementina.
A fourth Panamanian vessel Morillo was

also banned along with the ship Pecan of the
same nationality. They were banned in
accordance with the said law. the gazette
added. Under the unified law governing
Israeli Boycott, a ban was imposed oq the
US, firm Gulton Industries Incorporation
and itsaffiliaicd firrnsfor offences committed
by if* ^utwdrary company Tiansrcx, the
gazette said.

A ban was also imposed on the French
company Creations Maxi Mibrati and the
American firm of Eri international
Incorporation. A ban was imposed on the
Greek company RimextoUmited for trading
in fodders with Israel and on blankets mam.f
factored by the Greek firm A Damides{ Ang
H) FIokadan which was marketing Israeli
products.

10die,many hurt in Lebanon
BEIRUT, May 26 (Agencies) — Militia

clashes between Lebanese supporters of Iran

and Iraq, border shelling in southern

Lebanon and artillery attacks on the city of

Zahle overnight left at least 1 0 persons killed

Israelis held
for smuggling
ALEXANDROUPOLIS, Greece. May

26 (AP) — An Israeli brother and sister

were charged Tuesday with smuggling 26

k.g. of heroin, with a value of almost S10
million into Greece from Turkey.

Police said Perez Attia, 3 1 , an engineer

from Paris, and his sister Hannah, 29, who
reportedly lives in Israel, had hidden the

drug under their carseats in specially con-
structed compartments. They were
arrested after crossing the border from
Turkey into this country. The car and the

heroin were confiscated.

n
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and several wounded, police reported in

Beirut Tuesday.
The clashes between the pro- Iranian

militia ‘ AmaT and the pro-Iraqi Arab
Liberation Front in Beirut's Bourj-el-

Barajneh neighborhood Monday were
triggered by the ambush killing Sunday of an
Amal official identified as Nazih Facfl Arab.

Later an Iraqi Baathist was killed. Monday's
clashes left four persons killed and 12 others

wounded in Beirut.
The governor’s office in Sidon said shelling

between the Israeli-backed Christian militias

of renegade Lebanese army Maj. Saad
Haddad and Palestinian Commandos in

southern Lebanon left three persons killed

and at least two others wounded Monday
night.

There was no fighting reported in Beirut as

a 48-hour ceasefire between the Syrian

peacekeeping forces and riehtwing Christian

militias held despite minor infractions. Police

reports said the city of Zahle, 48 kins east of

Beirut, was shelled during Monday night.

Three persons were reported killedand seven
others wounded.
The Lebanese pressTuesday reported Pre-

sident Elias Sarkis planned to* call a meeting

of the Arab Follow-up Committee made up
of the foreign ministers of Syria, Kuwait and
Saudi Arabia as well as the representative of

the Arab League in Lebanon Thursday. The
committee was suggested at the emergency
meeting of Arab foreign ministers in Tunis

last Friday to discuss the security situation in

Lebanon and the missile crisis in the Bekaa
Valley.

PARIS, May 26 ( Agencies) — President

Francois Mitterrand has accepted in principle

an invitation from Prime Minister Menahem
Begin to visit Israel, a presidential

spokesman said Monday.
The spokesman added it was too early to

give any indication about the timing of a visit.

Mitterrand often attacked former President

Valery Giscard cTEstamg for leaning too

heavily to the Arab side in the Middle East

dispute. The Socialist leader's election was
greeted warmly by Begin and Israeli

opposition leader Shimon Peres. Mitterrand

hinted before his election that France could

become a major arms supplier to Israel if he

won.

Hussein arrives

in Soviet capital

Polisario to free 2,000 Moroccans

BRIEFS
CAIRO. (R) — Egyptian, Israeli and

United States negotiators began two days of
talks Tuesday on a proposed multinational
peace-keeping force for the Sinai Peninsula.

ALGIERS, (R) — British Foreign Sec-

retary Lord Carrington is due here Tuesday
for a three-day official visit, during which he
is expected to discuss the situation in the
Middle East and Africa.

MOSCOW, May 26 (Agencies) — King
Hussein of Jordan arrived here Tuesday for a
“working visit” not expected to extend
beyond three days and was met at the airport

by Soviet President Leonid Brezhnev.
The king was accompanied by a high-

powered delegation including his prime
minister, Mudar Badran and the head of his

personal cabinet Ahmad LozL The visit had
been planned for several months but has been
put .off.

Also at Vnukovo Airport to greet Hussein
were Soviet Premier Nikolai A. Tikhonov
and Foreign Minister Andrei A. Gromyko.
Hussein was at the controls of his special jet
when it landed.

Rightists, Communists
lead in Cyprus election

ATHENS, (R) — Greece instructed its

ambassador in Ankara to protest that

Turkish military aircraft violated its airspace
Monday, a government spokesman said.

TEL AVIV, (AP) - An Israeli con-

tainership with 34 persons aboard sank
Monday in the Red Sea, but all aboard the

vessel were picked up by an approaching
Swedish oil tanker, a spokesman for the

ship’s owners said.

MOGADISHU, (AP) — The death toll

among Ethiopian refugees in central and
southern Somalia rose significantly over the

past two months asa result of severeflooding

and heavy rains. *

NICOSIA, May26 (AP)— The right-wing
Democratic Rally Party and the Communist
Akel Party were announced the majorvictors
Tuesday in the parliamentary elections, win-
ning 12 seats'each in the 35-member House
of Representatives.

President Spyros Kyprianou's ruling
Democratic Party (DIKO) retained its

minority eight seats, according to the final

results of Sunday’s elections. The remaining
three seats were won of by the Socialist Party,
headed by Dr. Vassos Lyssarides.

.

The election outcome was considered a
major victory for the pro-West Rally Party,
beaded by former House-Speaker Glafkos
Clerides. derides, who served briefly as act-
ing president after the 1974 Turkish invasion
of Cyprus, was returning strongly to the
parliament, wherehe had no seats in the past
five years.

ALGIERS, May 26 (R) — The Polisario
Front has said it would shortly release some
of 2.000 captured Moroccan soldiers — for

the first time since it began fighting Morocco
for the independence of the Western Sahara— as a goodwill gesture.

In a statement issued in Algiers. Polisario
secretary general Muhammad Abdul Aziz
said the gesture was to mark the eighth
anniversary of the armed struggle again;* the
colonial rule of Spain, which ceded the
Western Sahara to Morocco and Mauritania
five years ago.

Mauritania withdrew from the conflict

under a peace agreement signed with the

Polisario in 1979, but Morocco annexed the
whole territory. Abdulaziz did not say how-
many Moroccan prisoners would be freed or
when.
The Polisario decision was announced as

the Organization of African Unity { OAU)
was preparing for a meeting in Nairobi next
month, which is due to decide whether to
admit the republic proclaimed by the
Western Saharan fighters in February" 1 976.
A majority of the OAU member states voted

for its admission at last year’s summit in

Sierra Leone, but Morocco and other
countries delayed the move by threatening to
leave the organization.

61Ethiopians die,

claim Eritreans
BEI RUT, May 26 ( R) — Eritrean fighters

have said they killed 61 Ethiopian soldiers in
a clash south of Asmara, the provide capital.

A spokesman for the Eritrean Liberation
Front- Revolutionary Council (ELF-RQ,
one of the organizations fighting for the inde-
pendence of the province Monday, said two
Ethiopians were also taken prisoner.

He added that light and heavy weapons
were seized in the engagement which took
place lastTuesday. The spokesman explained
that the fighting followed the shooting down
of an Ethiopian MiG-21 fighter aircraft May
15 and said the soldier* were trying torecover
the body of the pilot.

IVILLAS FOR LEASEI
(North of Palestine Road)

1. Four Bedroom luxury villa with pool-300,000

2. Furnished 3 Bedroom villa in compound with large pool 150,000

3. Luxury apartment villa 350 Sq. Meter pool. Telephone 145,000

4. 3 Bed 2 Bath apartments-50,000; 40,000
5. 2 Bedroom apartment 35,000
6. New Bedroom villa 80,000
7. 2 Bedroom villa 70,000

CALL:- 660-1321/660-1743
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*

And when it comes to after sales service, our
centres are manned by factory trained engineers
supervised by our own U.S. personnel with years of
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sure of the quality of service too.

That's the service behind our trucks. It's all

part of our commitment to keep your trucks where
they belong — on site or on the road.
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J Second army revolt

^crushed in Bolivia' - •.

T A DA7 « m am ^: LA PAZ, Bolivia May 26 (AP) — Gen.
> -

7 Luis Garda Meza's government says it has
• VV quelled the second military uprising by a
- renegade colonel in 15 days in Cochabamba.

Bolivia’s third largest city.

' Garda Meza went on television Monday
.. s

night in La Paz and announced that"seven or
eight" officials had been arrested in

.
Cochabamba and that they had asked for

Y foreign political asylum.
." "We will be drastic in the measures we will

: - . ‘ take in the future toward anyone who tries to

disturb the peace," the general said. He also
' /V said former presidents Alberto Natusch

\ . Busch and Hugo Banzer were involved in the
uprising.

WPfii,
Both were sen* *nto ex^e two wee ^ts ago

u^Um following the fust uprising by Lt. Col. Emilio
Lanza.

Gen. Carlos Turdera, commander of the
army's 7th division in Cochababma, told die

:
- Associated Press by telephone "die situation

has been totally controlled" The general said
"not a shot was fired" and that the special

IQ )jf £ forces troths that had seized the city in the
-I early morning Monday had returned to their

’ garrison.

I,rpflto Tbe special forces troops, led by Lanza,
seized Cochabamba, 2 1 7 kms southeast ofLa
Paz by occupying municipal offices and the

... 'plaza. They demanded the resignation of the
. . military junta led by Garcia Meza, calling it

"''‘corrupt and inefficient."

‘‘Lanza had absolutely no other support
• whatsoever," Turdera said, adding that

-’-"Lanza remained with his troops and dial he
had asked political asylum and guarantees for

•'•-•a safe exit

However, spokesmen at the special forces
.‘garrison said Lanza was not there.

. ,’J
• Cochabamba was placed under an 8 p.m. to 6

. t.m. curfew and international and domestic
. -lights were diverted from the city Monday.

Telephone and telex communications were
evered for most of the day Monday, leaving

nost Bolivian cities without cotn-
m ^jmnications. Garda Meza was reported at

m A rfrmj headquarters in La Paz, huddling with

bX Vis military commanders.
* *WV l^na also led a coup attempt May 11 in

te same dty and was removed from his

ominand and placed under arrest. Four days
iter he escaped from a jail cell at

•: -xhabamba’s 7th division where he was being
’

’
.. .eld.

v- Lanza said in a telephone interview

londay that be had the support of the

marry5 s other regimental commanders, but

German film gets

op Cannes prize
Southern France. May '26 '

' VFP) — The "Golden Camera" award.

, -yen each year at the Cannes film festival to

5rsr production, went this year to German
sector Vadim Growna's Desperado City.

Runners-up for the award, given here

onday, were Michel Khleiff s La Memoire
rtile, about the condition of Palestinian

mien,and Juliette Berto’sA’eige, which was
ide in the Pigalle area of Paris.

*e support apparently failed to materialize.
Opposition to Garda Meza reportedly is
growing within the military, however.
“The problem is there’s no one to lead a

rebellion ” said one foreign analyst.
In a related development, Garda Meza

removed Gen. Eden Castillo as head of the
armed forces joint chiefs of staff Monday,
Castillo's family said. Last week, Castillo*

critized what he tabled **a power vacuum," in
the army. Garcia Meza seized power July 17,
i960, overthrowing the constitutional gov-
ernment ofpresident Lydia Gueiler.The July
coup was Bolivia's 190th change of gov-
ernment in 156 years of independence.

MELUON/DOLLAR STAMP: TMs cover wifij a “Blue Alexandria” flve-cent stamp—
inscriptionsays “Alexandria Post Office”and “Paid 5”— was auctioned in Geneva for a
worldrecordpriceof$lm bya European collector. The letter was stamped Nov. 25, 1847,
and was addressed to Miss Jsnnett H. Brown In Richmond, Virginia, There are six

known “Bine Alexandria” stamps. Issued In 184647 by the American state of Virginia,

hot only this particular stamp, also called “Blue Boy", has won such world acdalm.

Hundreds watch Spiderman’s climbing
CHICAGO, May 26 (AP) — A 25-

year-old acrobat wearing a red-and-blue
Spidcrman outfit conquered the worlds
tallest building Monday, climbing all the
way up the sheer westface of the 443-meter
high Sears Tower in a 7 Vi hour exploit.
As hundreds watched in the downtown

street below, Daniel Goodwin of Las
Vegas, Nevada, was handcuffed and taken
into custody as he reached the roof of the
110-story steel-and-glass building at about
10:30 a.m. local time (1530 GMT), after
defying €4 kph winds and die best efforts of
authorities to stop his ascent.
His family registered surprise that

Goodwin would try such a stunt, but said
they were not surprised that he
accomplished such a feat. They said the
climber was married to a dancer at the
Crazy Horse Casino in Las Vegas and that
the couple has a five-year-old son.
One of the arresting officers, patrolman

Jack Rimkus, said Goodwin carried 23-27
kgs of dimbing equipment He said
Goodwin, with 64 kph winds whipping
around him, would stick one metal binding
device into die slots and twist it until it was
tight, then use it as a step. Meanwhile, he'd
remove a second device from below, insert

it higher and bit by bit move ever upward.
Rimkus said Goodwin also used window

ledge clips with ropes attached to his body
as a safety tine. The suction cups, Rimkus
said, were used also for attaching safety

ropes to the building and for moving

Netherlands princess
divorces Carlos Hugo
UTRECHT, Netherlands. May 26 (R) —

Princess Irene, sister of the Netherlands
Queen Bream*, and her husband Prince

Carlos Hugo of Bourbon Parma; have
divorced, lawyers for the couple announced
Tuesday.

'

Prince, Irene, 41, married the former
Carlist pretender to the Spanish throne in

1964 in Rome without the legally required

approval of the Dutch parliament, having

secretly converted to Catholicism and caus-

ing a political storm in the Netherlands.

The princess, second daughter of former
Queen Juliana, relinquished her right to the
Dutch throne before her mamage.

horizontally to evade a window washer’s
scaffold authorities at first employed to try

to block his ascent.

Authorities finally gave up trying to stop

him and struck a deal with Goodwin, allow-

ing him to climb unhindered with the
scaffold following closely behind as a kind
of safety net. "The fire department
requested that we allow him to go up in the
interest of public safety," said Scars
spokesman Ernest Arras. “The original

intent was to stop him but he has suction

equipment with him. He just moved to

fast.”

Police said Goodwin told them he was a
professional acrobat and gymnast and had
performed recently in Las Vegas, where he
bought the $400 Spidennan suit, resembl-
ing that worn by the marvel comics charac-

ter whose ability to ding to vertical surfaces

gives him the power to run up walls and on
ceilings. As Goodwin neared the top, he
tried to plant a small American flag in a

Vertical slot used to guide the scaffold, but
die wind whipped it away.

Police commander Robert Casey said

Goodwin was being held forinvestigation of

disorderly conduct, criminal trespassing

and criminal damage to property. Casey
said Goodwin was in "excellentshape at the
end of the dimb." Another man, James
Hackett, 31, of Chicago, was held for

investigation of disorderly conduct.
Hackett said he was a friend of Goodwin's
land helped him start the dimb at 3 a.m.

local time.

Goodwin had first been spotted at 6:10
a.m. at about the 28th floor, and a crowd of
several hundreds gathered on the street

below to Watch. Officials had thought of
taking out a window to force the man inside

but gave this up because, they said, he could
move sideways to avoid it and they feared
the high winds would blow the glass into the

street.

Richard Harris, 26, said he heard about
the dimb on the radio and brought his five-

year-old son. Michael, to watch because the
boy is an avid Spidcrman fan. Looking ,

through binoculars at the climber— dad in

a bright suit with orangish-red belt, hood
and knee-length boots — Michael said, I

“yep, he’s the real thing." I

Karen Goodwin said her stepson is an
avid dimber and has always been an
excellent athlete. When she and Goodwin's
father heard the news of Daniers escapade,
they were "surprised he did it, but not
surprised he could do such a thing," Mrs.
Goodwin said in an interview from the
family's home in Maine.
“We had no inclination he would do

something like this," said Goodwin's father.

Dale, a 49-year-old painter and
paperhanger. “He never mentioned any-
thing like this," Goodwin said, adding that

his son said something "about dimbing
mountains around the country" the last

time they spoke. Three other attempts to

climb the Sears Tower had failed.

Kenya releases journalists
NAIROBI. Kenya, May 26 (AP)- Five

editors and reporters of EasT Africa's largest

newspaper have' been' released from police

custody after being charged with publishing

seditious material.

The Nation newspaper group refused to

comment on the charges, saying only that the

three editors and two reporters who spent 72
hours in police custody were freed pending
other unspecified investigations. Police had
no immediate comment on any charges being
filed. Sources dose to the paper said they

believe the charges will not be pursued forthe
time being.

President Daniel Arap Moi, angered by
reporting of a doctors’ strike, accused the

Nation newspaper group last Friday of

attempting to create uneasiness in the

country and threatened to ban the papers “if

this attitude persisted." Cabinet ministers

have kept up the attack, accusing the group of

opposing Kenya's popularly-elected
democratic government.

The five journalists released Monday, all

from The Daily Nation, include managing
editor Joseph Kadhi, chief sub-editor Philip

Ochieng, news editor John Esibi and
reporters Pius Nyamora and Gideon Mulaki.

Joe Rodrigues, editor in chief on the Daily

Nation, Sunday Nation and Swahili-ianguage

Toafa Leo, was released Saturday after 18

hours in police custody.

The Paris-based Aga Khan, leader of

millions of lsmaili Muslims around die world,

has a controlling interest in iheNation group.

Available Ex-Stock

ELECTRICAL WIRES & CABLES

of various sizes & types

according to British Specifications

at reasonable prices

Contact

Tel: 743612 / 737214

Telex: SHAHNAN KT 2254

UNITED MARKETING COMPANY (KUWAIT)
P. O. Box No. 958

Safat, Kuwait.

BRIEFS
NEW YORK, (AP) — Former U.S. Vice

President Walter Mondale will join the ABC
television network program "Good Morning
America” as a current events specialist, the

program's executive producer, George
Mcriis, has announced. Mondale will appear
monthly on the program to comment on
national and international affairs and his

debut will be this Thursday, Meriis said

Monday.
LONDON, (AP) — Barbara Cartiand,

prolific writer of romantic novels and step-

grandmother of royal bridge-to-be Lady
Diana Spencer, has turned down an
invitation to attend the royal wedding after

being left off the Buckingham Palace list.

HONG KONG, (AFP) — China has
accused Vietnamese troops of having killed

and wounded more than 4Q Chinese of Miao
and Yao nationalities along the Sino-

Vietnamese border during the weekend. The
official New China News Agency (NCNA)
reported Monday Vietnamese troops had
bombarded areas in Malipo county, Yunnan

province from the early morning of May 23.

MIRANDA DO DOURO, Northeast
Portugal (AFP) — Ten persons, five of them
children, have been hospitalized here for

treatment of symptoms resembling "atypical

pneumonia," which has killed a dozen
persons in Spain, hospital sources said. The
first case in the region, which lies near die

Spanish frontier was discovered a week ago.

NEW DELHI, (AFP) — The opposition

Bharatia Janata Party’s week-long “jail

bharo” (fill the jails) action against price rises

has ended with party workers in their

thousands courting arrest in various parts of

India, reports said. The party headquarters

here claimed that 220,000 volunteers had

courted arrest in 1,050 centers throughout

the country Monday alone.

AUSTIN, Texas (R) — At least nine
persons died and two were reported missing

in floods Monday as thunderstorms with

winds gusting up to 80 kph dumped six inches

of rain on the Texas capital.
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Communists seek power

Left-wing writer named
adviser to Mitterrand
PARIS, May 25 (Rl — Regis Debray,

one-lime theorist of Latin American
revolutionary movements, has been named

as a foreign policy adviser to President

Francois Mitterrand.

Debray won world fame in the 1 960s when

he spentsevera! weeks in the Bolivian jungles

with Argentine bom foimer Cuban Minister

Ernesto "Che” Guevara who was seeking tu

foment a peasant rebellion against the

country's government. The young French

writer was seized by the Bolivian army when
he left the Guevara camp but was freed after

international pressure on the government in

La Paz. Guevara was later killed.

Debray later went to Chile where he

recorded a series of interviews, with then

Socialist President Salvador Allende which
were subsequently published and became a

textbook for radical left-wingers on how
power could be won peacefully. After
Allende died in a military coup in 1973,

Debray returned to France where he moved
dose to the then newly-reshaped Socialist

Party and wrote books on politics and a

novel.

Meanwhile, French Communist chief

Georges Marchais Monday pressed his

party's bid for ministries in a united left gov-

ernment at his first meeting with Mitterrand

since the Socialist leader’s May 10 election

victory. Although presidential spokesmen
gave no details of the talks. Socialist officials

indicated they would want a commitment of

complete cooperation from the Communists
in return for taking them into a future

administration.

Marchais told reporters after his hour-long
discussions with Mitterrand that he had
dedared his party ready “to take on our
responsibilities m the government and at all

levels" to implement a new political course
for die country. And the party daily

L 'Hunumite expressed disappointment that

no Communists had been appointed lo the

cabinet of Prime Minister Pierre Mauruv,
named last Friday to lead the country into

parliamentary elections next month.
Socialist Party First Secretary Lionel

Jospin told its national convention at the
weekend that negotiations with the Com-

munists would be difficult because of the bit-

ter criticism of Mitterrand and his colleagues
over the past three years.

In the discussions, expected to begin
Wednesday, the Socialists could not make
concessions on any of their basic pounons on
home and foreign policy including con-
demnation of the Soviet role in Afghanistan
and Poland, Jospin said.

Mitterrand said during the election
campaign that the Communists would have to

moderate their outright support for Moscow
on international issues before he could take
them imo any government.

The strong differences between Socialists

and Communists on foreign policy were
underlined when Jean Lecanuet, leader in the

now-dissolved National Assembly of the
center-right Union for French Democracy
lUDFL visited the president after Marchais.

Lecanuet, a strong critic of Soviet actions

on :hc world scene, told reporters he and
Mitterrand agreed on most of the
international questions theydiscussed includ-

ing the need to strengthen West European
defenses.

Pope’s 2nd operation

risky, doctor cautions
ROME. May 26 ( API — Pope John Paul II

has been reported making further progress,

but one of his doctors cautioned Monday
against excessive optimism because the sec-

ond opera uon he will hav e to undergo carries

risks

"The Pope's improvement is constant,"

said Francesco Crudtti. the surgeon who
operated on him. However, he cautioned

against excessive opumism expressed “in

press circles
1
' over the speed of the Pope's

recovery.

"It is very premature to talk about his

recovery." Crudtti said in an interview

broadcast over the Vatican radio. “His
wounds are grave and he still needs another
operation. It's surgery ' carries with it

certain risks." he said adding that the
operation is not likely to be performed for at

least a month.
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HOPEFUL SIGNS IN GULF
The Gulf area has at last begun its march toward its

goal of complete cooperation and coordination on
mattersof politics, economics and security. The signs are

all hopeful.The six Gulf states have succeeded, in a very

short time, in hammering out a basic framework within

which their future relations can grow in the desired

direction.
,

The six Gulf states, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, the UAE,
^

Qatar, Bahrain and Oman, have made their move in
;

recognition of the extreme importance of their area for

the Arab world, as well as for the international com-
munity as a whole, especially in view of worsening

relations between the two superpowers. Here, the six

states speak as one when they demand that the security

of the area be left to its own people.
'

Each of the Gulf states concerned has, of course, its

own outlook, based on its own specific experience, of

how the interest of each is to be integrated within the

interests of the community as a whole. But, given the will

to agree already expressed in the approved general

.framework, such a diversity will only serve to enrich and
render more realistic the relations between them.

As to the Arab world as a whole, there is no doubt that

it looks at the development in the Gulf represented by

the Cooperation Council as a pointer to wider

possibilities of cooperation and coordination among the

Arab countries. A regional start has already been made
toward that most vital aim. Let us hope that it provides a

lesson which others will follow.
I

Major policy changes foreseen under Mitterrand
By Don Cook

PARIS -
The election ofa Socialist as president ofCharles

de Gaulle's Fifth Republic is an eventof historic

significance,notonlyforFrance but also for Europe
and transatlantic relations. The political spillover

from Francois Mitterrand’s victory over Valery

Giscard cfEstaing is going to be continuous and
considerable. New faces, new directions and new
attitudes will soon emerge in France,and thatcould
presage a period ofgovernment changesand politi-

cal adjustments elsewhere in Europe as well

Still, what has occurred here is an election and
not a revolution. It will be the men and the per-

sonalities that make the difference. The Socialist

program on which Mitterrand campaigned repres-

ents a different approach to government after 23
years of rightist rule under Presidents de Gualle,

Georges Pompidou and Giscard dTEstaing. But his

platform really is a mixed bag of cliche measures
and policies, which have been tried out from time to
time in bits and pieces in almost every nation in

Western Europe during die last 35 years.

More nationalization of industry, improved
soda! security benefits, public spending to create

jobs, a shorter work week, a higher minimum wage,

higher taxes on the wealthy and greater worker
participation in running of private companies does
not add up to some bright, exciting new dream for

France or any other country. But that? s the sub-
stance of what Mitterrand offered the voters— just

enough socialism to satisfy his supporters on the

left, but vague enough and mild enough not to scare

the voters on the right

The election fight was ready over who was going
to run France, not how France was to be run. Not
one of the measures that are basic to Mitterrand’s

program actually is new for France or represents
any change. De Gaulle nationalized the big banks,
the gas and electricity industries, the Renault auto-

mobile works, the tobacoo industry and the airlines,

and others after the liberation from Nazi occupa-
tion 36 years ago. Giscard raised social security

benefits and the minimum wage more than any
president in French history.

The big change very simply is that the left, which
has been kept out of power since 1958, is now
taking over. Mitterrand is a cautious, opportunistic,

pragmatic politician schooled in the revolving-door
governments of the old fourth republic. His ideolog-
ical baggage is little more than an overnight case.

Four of his top advisers — Michel Rocard, Claude
Cheysson (both were appointed ministers in the
new French cabinet announced last week), Jacques

Attali and Lionel Jospin — are all graduates of the

Ecole National <T Administration, France’s pre-

stigious, super graduate school for training its top

dvil servants. Giscard isan ENAgraduate,andsois

Jacques Chirac, leader of the Gaullist Party who
now becomes die de facto opposition leader.

In other words, there is going to

beagreat dealofENA orthodoxy in the wayFrance
isgovernedby the Sodalists, even though priorities

and objections and style will be different.

What, then, of that large bug-a-bear, the Com-
munist Party, and its influence on France’s new
left-of-center regime? Communist leader Georges
Marchais likes to purport that his influence will be
great and his price very high. But in fact it was die

decline of the Communist Party that paved the way
for the Socialist victory. It is a political paradox—
not the first of Mitterrand

1

slong political life— that

he first made himselfa prisoner of the Communists
by negotiating a common-program election pact

with Marchais a decade ago, and lost two big elec-

tions while in their embrace. The Communists then

set Mitterrand free by breaking the pact in 1978
(something Mitterrand would neverhave done) and
ever since it has been downhill for Marchais.

With Communistsnow down to 15 percentof the

vote — on a par with the Portuguese and Spanish

Communist Parties— they have veiy little leverage

on Mitterrand and no place else to go. They will

fight to regain some of die supporters they lost

between 1978 and 1981 when France goes to the

polls to elect a new national assembly in die second

half of Jane. In the meantime, Mitterrand will be

polite to them but will keep them at aims length.

The most favorable outcome erf the legislative

elections for Mitterrand — and the one that many
analysts think most likely— will be a healthy boost

for die Socialist Party in assembly seats, with the

Communists held to theirpresent15 percentor less,

and a moderate centrist bloc holding a balance,

perhaps made up by a few of Giscanfs old follow-

ers, some disaffected Gaullists and some of the

independents who have been voting with the right.

It would be the kind of political playground that

Mitterrand knowsfrom his service with 1 1 different

governments in the fourth republic, only this time

he will be operating under the constitution of the

fifth republic, which lodges overwhelming power
and authority in the hands of the president.

De Gaulle tailored the constitution to his own
authoritarian ideas about how democracy shonld

operate in France. Itnever seemed to have occurred

to diehard Gaullists that anybody outside their own

sworn brotherhood ever could or should run the

country. It was their resentment of Giscard —

finance minister under de Gaulle but never a

card-carrying Gaullist— which in partproduced his

electoral downfall.

Nevertheless, it was high time for a change in

France, and it was also highly important from the

standpoint of functioning democracy that the

change take place as it has, through an election

expressing the strong will of the people. It is essen-

tia] that the constitution ofthe fifth republlic, drawn
to de Gaulle’sspecifications, be made to work for a
left-wing government as well, in the opinion of
many independent observers here, if Giscard had
been re-elected, there would have been a political

crisis long before the end of his second seven-year

term that would have threatened a far worse
upheaval than the advent of Mitterrand.

So what willnowbenew— particularly in foreign

relations for France? There areforecasts that a new
Socialist government will break diplomatic rela-

tions with Chile, warm up slightly to Cuba,and take

a public line against U.5. policy in El Salvador. It

will also posh hard for an active North-South
dialogue between the industrial world and Third
World, while Washington’s main interest lies in

East- West confrontation. That could mean some
squalls ahead in Franco-American relations.

But the pivotal question centers on France's rela-

tions with West Germany. It will be impossible for

Mitterrand to establish with West Germany’s
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt the same dose per-
sonal relationship that Giscard cultivated in Bonn
for the last seven years. For one reason, Mitterrand

does not speak their common language — English .

Or is he much for comradely relations with any-
body, and he is not Schmidf s kind of Socialist.

Therefore, some personal and political adjustments
win soon be under way in European relationships.

Mitterrand also can be expected to make some
intensely nationalistic French gestures in the next
few weeks— some show of French independence a
la Gen. de GauUe, some demonstration that he
intends to stick up for French farmers and fisher-

men in the Common Market, some distancing from
Washington in attitudes toward the Third World.
During the election campaign, he was sharply criti-

cal of Giscard for not being tough enough tr /ard
Moscow. It will be interesting to sec Low be plays
thaz vital aspect of foreign policy.

He will be president for seven years no platter

what kind of a legislature the voters hand him. His
fourth republic experience gave him plenty of polit-
ical practice in manipulating parliamentary factions
to produce government majorities. This looks like

another French case ofplus c ’est change,plus c 'est

la meme chose. (LAT).

Saudi Arabian Press Review
All newspapers Tuesday led with the opening of

die -Gulf Summit Conference in Abu Dhabi

Monday. They highlighted a statement by King

Khaied upon arrival in the UAE capital, in which he

reiterated that the Gulf Cooperation Council

(GCC) is not directed against anyone.

In a frontpage story^L//azire/i said that the ongo-

ing conference of the Organization of Petroleum

Exporting Countries (OPEC) in Geneva is heading

toward a freezing of oil prices. Newspapers high-

lighted a statement by Sheikh Ahmed Zaki

Yamani, minister of oil and mineral resources, who
said thatthe Kingdom’s stance on the freezingofoil

prices has not changed and will continue at leastfor

another 18 months.

Newspaper editorials concentrated on the Gulf

Summit Conference highlighting its significance on

the welfare, prosperity, security and stability of the

region. Al Medina described the conference as a

decisive turning point in the history of the region,

saying that the conference will leave its deep impact

on the course of events in the Arab and Islamic

world and will help nations to come still closer to

each other. The paper added that Saudi Arabia has

largely contributed in bringing the GCC into

existence, and it did so out of its firm conviction that

the Council will provide a nucleus for Arab and

Islamic unity and will nothesitate to make a! 1 efforts

to streamline coordination and to unify the stances

of Arabs and Muslims on crucial issues.

Dealing with the same subject, Al Jadrah noted
that, while it will not like to anticipate the Con-
ference's outcome, it will certainly say that the first

meeting of leaders Monday has demonstrated the

spirit of brotherhood prevailing among them. Itsaid

die GCC has become a tangible reality in the life of

the Gulf region, providing further strength to Arab
potentialities. The paper added that the Council has

fulfilled die hopes and aspirations of the peoples of

the Gulf region at a time when the nation suffered

many complications owing to the absence of such a

council. The strategic importance of the region and
the Council will compel other states to review their

policy toward the Arab world and will make them
respond to thejustdemands ofthe Arabs,thepaper
said.

Al Nadwa described the conference as a

‘•memorable event” in the life of the region. The
preliminary talks, and those to follow, will confirm

d)at the region is determined to work in full

cooperation for the realization of welfare and
prosperity for its people, said the paper. It added
that, while the GCC would provide the base for

coordination and cooperation and the regional,

Arab and Islamic levels, it would also work for

larger cooperation with the countries of the world.

In this connection, the paper referred to King
KhalecFs reaffirmation thatthe GCC is not directed

against anyone, and added that world forces should
realize that the Arabs will never be prepared to

accept coerced cooperation on the basis of
"influence and domination.” With the
establishment of the GCC, a new force has taken
shape in the region and it will strive to achieve
further welfare and prosperity but will, at the same
time, remain alert to the ambitious designs of
others, the paper concluded.
On the same subject, Al BUad observed that the

GCCleaders will give a clear picture of their fruitful
role in the service of the regional issues. Itsaid that

GCC states are an integral part of the Arab world
and are fullyaware of die challengesnowfacing the
Arab world. The meeting of die GulfArab leaders
in Abu Dhabi, therefore,provides the nucleus for a
comprehensive Arab move to confront the Zionist
challenges. The Abu Dhabi meeting takes place
because the GCCleaders are covinced of die great
role they have to play in supporting the crucial issue
of the Arabs, the paper added.
Okaz said the GCC conference has engaged the

attention of the world, as it is aware that the GCC
states are capable of utilizing their cooperation to
the best interests of the Arab and Islamic nation and
<xm effectively help in die restoration of the usurped

rights of the people of Palestine. The paper
reminded that the GCC is symbolic of the real con-
cept of die holy war (Jihad) against dissension, dis-

unity and foreign threats. It is an ideal way to build

the greater Arab homeland on the basis of an
effective cooperation among brothers, the paper
added.

Will Viets
ever leave
Kampuchea?

By Brian Eads

PHNOM PENH -
Son Sana is Pol Pot, Sihanouk is Pol Pot,just the

same.

Uncles, aunts, people throughout the land should

know.
PolPot, he 's henchman to diePeking expansion -

ists.

Sihanouk he claims he ’s a nationalist. And Son
Sana claims he ’sforfreedom.
Both are Pol Pot - exactly the same.

Electric guitars thudded the song across die

grounds of Cbamkar Morn, once home of Prince

Norodom Sihanouk, as President Heng Sarorin and

assorted ministers moved through the crowd of

guests, clinking glasses of fiery pineapple liquor.

There were more melodies to serenade us through

the evening, a celebration of traditional Khmer new
year and victory over the UJS.-backed Lon No!

regime six years before. The song offers as succinct

and accurate an analysis of politics under the

Hanoi-sponsored regime as you are likely to get

It provides the background, the explanation and

the official justification for the recent general elec-

tion here which, to West European eyes at least, .

proved a burlesque of the democratic process. The .

117 National Assembly seats were contested by 148

candidates, each handpicked by the ruling Salvation
Front. In Phnom Penh, where 12 members were to

be elected, Heng Samrin polled 99.75 percent and

his Defense Minister Pen Sovan. 99.63 percent.

There was no question of ballot- rigging, vote-

buying or coercion, familiar enough in neighboring

countries. Rather there was simply no choice, and

voting was compulsory, pie rationale is that the

rough and tumble of Western democracy is an !

indulgence Kampuchea cannot afford. Why com-

promise political power won through the barrels of

guns?
“Were the Nazis allowed to contest elections in

post-war Germany?” I was asked by Khieu Kan-

narith editor of the weekly newspaper Kampuchea.
With this and other arguments Phnom Penh offi-

cials argue the legitimacy of the regime and its right

to international recognition.
But its problems are at home, and international

recognition is important only to the extent that it

reflects upon their prime domestic concerns. In the

eight months since I was last in Kampuchea, the

security situation has deteriorated despite the

efforts of 200,000 Vietnamese troops and the fran-

tic recruitment of an indigenous armed force. Major
arteries snch as Routes 4 a^d 6 are no longer “sec-

ure”
Khmer Rouge guerrilla units, thought to total

about 30,000 are waging sustained and efficient

war. Often, it seems, they have at least the passive

support of the peasantry. At least one senior minis-

ter has been sacked for his anti-Vietnamese t

attitudes, and amongthe bureaucracy and the small g
middle-class there is growing resentment against .

Vietnam's all-pervading control, which vets every ..

»

official decision, down to dieinvitation fistsfortre*

parties. The Vietnamesearrival wastimelyaijd weir

come, their continuing presence is, perhaps, merit- ..j

able, but the question runs, will they ever leave? 3

(ONS)
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Letter to the editor 1

,£
Sir,

_ 7 >-• ./.. if
The termination of the services ofthe small buses -j,.-

has caused considerable ukwto 7v
ling public because the working population in the

,
:

country travels at least four times a day doe to

different working shifts. Now there is only public

conveyance system-Saptco. At presentwehaw to -

waitalot®timetogeta bus sometime* asJong as3#
minutes. Fifteen other friends oTnfine Suffered the

same delay. .. 77
Quite.often the drivers bf the conrpfisy’s ^uses

foil to Stop at the pryntl'alflQ-
"

ugh there may be ten persons waiting for the. bov
J not happen with the smaS£n»ta. -

. . .
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New anti-cancer drug
kicks up row in Japan

.
-djabwws Features VAGE7

By Jim Abrams

TOKYO (AP) — Every weekday about

800people, the friends or relatives of those

with terminal cancer cases, fine up at the

Nippon Medical College Hospital in Tokyo
to receive a controversial anti-cancer drug

sdfi seeking government approval after 15
years of clinical use. Dr. Chisato Marnyama
has treated some 133,000 cancer patients

with the vaccine he developed from human
tubercle bacilli, and has gamed strong politi-

cal as well as medical profession backing for

iris claims drat the ding prolongs the lives of

,

and possibly cures, desperately ill patients.

More than four years after Marnyama
vaccine was submitted for approving, the

health and welfare ministry’ s pharmaceutical

council, however, debate stfll rages over the

drug's value.

Late last year, a petition supporting the

drug signed by 40,000 people was handed to

die health and welfare mhfistry, and more
recently a group of parliamentarians was
formed to urge the council — which usually

rules on a new drug within two years — to

take prompt action.

The council said in September, 1979 that

data presented on the vaedne was too flimsy

to make a decision. Hearings began again two
months ago, with the final word expected to

be handed down this summer. Maruyama,
now 79, developed the vaccine for
tuberculosis sufferers in the mid- 1940’s, but

turned his attention to cancer treatment after

noticing that people with a high level of

juberde bacilli seldom developed cancer.

In 1965 he tried the vaedne for die first

time on a cancer patient, a 52-year-old

woman with inoperable stomach cancer. The
tumor sbrank, and despite her own
physician's diagnosis that she had only

months to five, she fully recovered, he
reported.

With the steady rise in cancer deaths in

Japan — this year for the first time it will top

strokes as the nation's leading killer — the

umber ofpeople seekingMaruyama vaedne
bs a wonder drug or a last resort has soared.

Maruyama’ s assitant. Dr. Keishiro Fujita,

aid they now receive about 100 new
ipplicants and 700 people returning for

applies of the vaccine every day. Fujita said

znce the vaccine bas yet to be approved, it

an only be dispensed at Maruyama's clinic,

•or patients whose doctors have affirmed that

^wgery, chemotherapy and other treatment

’“ave failed to halt the disease. Patients’

datives, arriving from all over Japan, are

jven 40 days? worth of inoculations for a

.^donation” of $23.
~ Some 2,000 persons from 53 countries

lave also been given Maruyama vaedne, he
anfoat present 549 foreigners are either

n Japan for treatment or receiving ibe

^aedneby mail. One oftbefamousforeigners

to use Maruyama vaedne was America actor
Steve McQueen, who received injections
shortly before he died ofa type of lung cancer
in a Mexican dime last year. Aides to the
Japanese doctor said McQueen, like many
other terminal cases, probably began the
treatment too late for it to help him.
One reason the medical profession here is

reluctant to accept Maruyama vaedne is that
no (me is really sure how it works. Fujita said
it is basically a form of immunotherapy, an
“rnOTuno-stimulative’’ which builds up tile

body’s self-defense capabilities, strenthening
the lymphocytes in die white blood
which attack cancer cells.

Similar anti-cancer immunotherapy drugs
such as BCG, made from the tubercle bacilli

ofcows, have already been widelyaccepted in
medical circles. Unlike Maruyama vaccine,
which bas no side effects, BCG can cause
liver damage. Fujita said the absence of side
effects is one erf die vaccine's most attractive

features. “We must give more consideration
to die quality of a patient’s life,” he said.

Not only can the vaedne prolong life, he
said, but is “also better than destroying a
person with radiation and chemotherapy."

Fujita said record shows that 33 percent of
the patients receiving thevaedne have shown
some improvement, and in 13 percent of
casesh has been "very effective” in baiting or
reversing cancers. He said 11 percent of the

25,000 people with inoperable cancer who
are now taking the vaedne have survived on
the treatment alone for foe last three years.

Many in Japan’s conservative medical pro-
fession question foe figures, saying patients

taken offradiation treatment naturallyregain

their appetite and feel better for a short time.

Maruyama is also criticized for working only
at the clinical level without canying out
through animal experiments. One problem is

that only terminal cases have so far received

the vaedne, so there is no indication whether
it can stop early-stage cancer orhow effective

it might be in conjunction with other
treatments.

Tokyo University Law Professor Hajime
Shinobara, a leader in foe pro-Maitiyama
campaign, blames“prejudice and elitism” for

blocking recognition erf foe vaedne. He said

cancer specialists in Japan refuse to believe

that Maruyama, a dermatologist, could have
made such a breakthrough.
“There is also foe factor that Dr.

Maruyama did not graduate from Tokyo
University or the other elite medical schools

whose graduates dominate Japanese
medicine” he said. Shinohara, 55, under-

went an operation for urinary organ cancer

five years ago and hasbeen takingMaruyama
vaedne since then to prevent a recurrence of

the disease.‘Tm not saying that thevaedne is

effective in all cancer cases, but at least its

preventive functions should be recognized,”

he said.

Ex-patient sues CIA
ror torture in hospital

By Heather Laskey

'

'MONTREAL, (ONS) — A Montreal
spifal is being sued by an ex-patient said to

' ye been subjected to psychological torture

ring experiments in brainwashing cou-
rted on behalf of the American Central

dligence Agency by an eminent Canadian
- • ’chiatrist.

CIA documents obtained under the U.S.

tedom of Information Act by John Marks,
Am- of The Search far At Manchurian
pEdate: The CIA andUfind Control^, are

.

' J to show that Mrs. Vaida Orlikow was
’• d by Dr. Ewen Cameron, head of the

m Memorial Institute, in a $25 million

A-funded program designed to find ways
' manipulate behavior and break down
:my agents.

V separate suit has been filed against the

V in Washington by Mrs. Orlikowand four

y/f* Canadian patients of foe late Dr.
'C;:oerrm, who died in 1967. In an affidavit,

Tks states that foe documents show the

fcroraats were the largest behavior-
;tr°I project in the program.

.
lr- William Lambert, a psychiatrist

earing for Mrs. Orlikow at the Quebec
•error Court last week, said the
laments took place between 1956-1964,
ashewassupposedlyundertreatmentfor

depression at the institute. They had
her with brain damage Much bad

• aired' her ability to concentrate.
e had examined her hospital records and
id-foe was given massive doses of LSD
submitted to what were known as

-r.chic driving” mid “forced writing”

' 2s* m wihich messa8cs were
to drugged patients for hours at a

time, day after day, while they had to write

down their thoughts. Dr. Lambert said medi-

cal opinion at foe time wasthat this treatment
was dangerous both psychologically and
physically. She was also given a cocktail ofup
to nine drugs at a time, including barbiturates

and “speed” — amphetamines. .

Another psychiatrist. Dr. GUles Pol-Hus,

testified that foe brain-washing experiments

on Mrs. Orlikow were similar to techniques

now used during foe interrogation ofpossible

Soviet bloc agents. Dr. Cameron’s
experiments had a parallel in Montreal's

McGill University, where psychiatristled the

Western world in Research on brainwashig

during foe 1 950s, to find why prisoners ofwar
in Korea, mid prisoners on trial in Eastern

Europe, were making bizarre confessions of

guilt without any sign of physical torture.

Under Dr. D.O. Hebb, research was done
on the effects of deprivation techniques for

Canada’s Defense Research Board. The
work was classified at the time, butnowforms
the basis of a standard text on foe subject

Volunteers— psychologists and students, not

patients — spent days at a time lying in

cubicles, their bodies swathed in soft fabrics,

wearing goggles which let in fight but no

images. A psychiatrist who took part told me
he remained in the cubicle for more than six

days and experienced hallucinations and dis-

orientation.

Dr. Ewen Cameron was then a prominent

figure in Nonh American psychiatry, with a

reputation for being a dominating andprickly

personality. He was known to be engaged in

unorthodox experiments in foe treatment of

depression and these were considered

dubious on scientificratherthan ethical lines.

MUSCLE POWER: BeBeve It ornot, this man is actually Mowing up n
ifnriwg an exhibition at a gymnasium in London, recently.

rational domestic hot water bottle made at rubber,

‘Halophytes can be grown with seawater5

By a Science Correspondent

LONDON— Some 20,000square milesof

barren empty desert seacoast around foe

world can now be turned into fertile food
producing regions. A research scientist from
the University of Arizona’s Environmental

Research Laboratories has discovered that

foe land can be cultivated with a group of

plants that can tolerate salt water.

The plants, called halophytes, irrigated

with seawater, are perfectly edible, says Dr.
Miguel Fontes who analyzed them for their

nutritional value at the Tucson-based
Laboratories. He found that 14 could be used
for food — two as potential grain crops for

human consumption, and the others as ani-

mal feeds and forge.

Working on an experimental project in

Mexico. Dr. Fontes found that halophytes
thrive not only on seawater but on the intense

sun and hot weather of foe desert seacoast.

Some of themJie reported, grew as rapidly as

conventional crops and produced as much
protein as wheat. Testing the new food plant

variety on animals. Dr. Fontes says that goats

and chickens fed with a pan-halophyte diet

gained as much weight at those given regular

feeds.

American town
people living

on a time bomb
By Joyce Eggfnton

CENTRAL1A, Pennsylvania (ONS) —
People in Cenmilia, a former mining town in

Pennsylvania, have been living on a time
bomb for nearly 20 years. Fires broke out in

the disused anthracite mines under the town
in 1 962 and have blazed ever since .The burn-
ing rubbish someone carelessly tipped down
an old shaft has turned Centraiia into a town
of fear. Families are afraid to go to bed in case
they never wake up, poisoned by odorless,
tasteless and insidious carbon monoxide
fumes that threaten to engulf the town.
The gas seeps from the ground around

their immaculately kept wooden frape
houses on the long bill where the two pioneer
trails met to give foe town its name. Last
week foe 1,200 townsfolk met to decide

whether to abandon their town, which was
formed in abour 1840 by Central European
immigrants who provided cheap labor for the

mines, and rebuild it several miles away. Bui
they have little money for that — or for dig-

ging up the town and' putting out the fire.

At one time this subterranean fire was just

a curiosity which sent up wafts of smoke
through chinks in the rock in foe woodlands
around Centralia. Then portions of the

ground began to subside, and smoke belched
out of foe hollows causing foe surrounding

vegetation to die. Recently a 12-year-old boy
almost fell to his death in an inferno which
suddenly opened up beneath his feet when he
was playing outdoors.

John Coddincton. proprietor jof a petrol

station, noticed a few months ago that foe
walls of his garage were uncomfortably warm
to the touch. Realizing that foe fire roust be
dangerously close to his underground petrol

tanks, he closed his business. “Otherwise”,
be said, "I could have up all Centralia.”

Ccddington is one of several residents who
have been overcome by carbon monoxide
fumes in his own home. After watching tele-

virion one evening, he got up from his chair,

passed out and had to he rushed to a doctor.

“The mental strain has been unbeliev-

able." said David Lamb, whose family is one
of 30 living in a lb-acre area which has been
declared unrife. "1 have a nine-year-old

daughter who suffers from asthma and she
became so much worse that she had to spend
two months in hospital.” After the air in the

cellar of foe Lambs' house was found to con-
tain only 4 percent of oxygen (between 20
and 21 percent is normal), foe family moved
out to temporary quarters on edge of town-

Height70cm
Length90cm
Width 40cm
Weight 40kg.

70 cm
high

40 cm
wide

To prevent possible delays and unnecessary

inconvenience at the time of check-in, Saudia

asks passengers to limit the size and weight of

their luggage to the above dimensions.

In case you have heavier luggage please

deliver it to the new Cargo Service Building

at the new airport.

Saudia thanks you in advance for your

cooperation.

snudin 'frSAUDI ARABIAN AIRLINES
”

Growing faster to serveyoubetter.



THE NATIONAL SHIPPING COMPANY OF SAUDI ARABIA

PROUDLY PRESENTS

M/S SAUDI MAKKAH

A FAST SOPHISTICATED ROLL ON - ROLL OFF SHIP DESIGNED FOR THE
SAFE AND EFFICIENT CARRIAGE OF ALL YOUR CARGO INCLUDING
CONTAINERS, HEAVY MACHINERY, OUT OF PROFILE PIECES, CARS,
TRUCKS, BUSES, TRAILERS AND OTHER WHEELED EQUIPMENT.
WITH A CAPACITYOF 1300 TEU

, 3,745 ROLLING METERS AND A SPEED
OF UP TO 21 KNOTS WE ARE ABLE TO OFFER YOU A SERVICE THAT
WILL AT LAST SERVE THE KINGDOM WELL.

THE NATIONAL SHIPPING COMPANYOF SAUDI ARABIA
THE KINGDOM’S 100% SAUDI OWNED SHIPPING COMPANY TO OFFER A
REGULAR LINER SERVICE FROM THE UNITED STATES (GULF AND
EAST COAST) TO THE PORTS OF SAUDI ARABIA AND OTHER ARABIAN
GULF PORTS.

OUR HOME IS SAUDI ARABIA, WE ARE HERE TO SERVE THE NEEDS AND
REQUIREMENTS OF THE COMMUNITY. WE KNOW YOUR SHIPPING
PROBLEMS, WE CAN SOLVE THEM FOR YOU.

A
>



THE NATIONAL SHIPPING COMPANY OFSAUDI ARABIA

PROUDLY PRESENTS

M/S SAUDI RIYADH

THE SISTER SHIP TO SAUDI MAKKAH, READY AND WAITING FOR YOUR
INSTRUCTIONS. BOTH SHIPS WILL SERVE

HOUSTON
NEW ORLEANS
NORFOLK
BALTIMORE
NEW YORK

NEW YORK.
F.W. Hartmann Inc.

17 Battery place

New York

TeL 212 425 6100

Telex: 232058

THE NATIONAL SHIPPING COMPANY
OFSAUDI ARABIA

P.O.Box: 8931,

Riyadh
Saudi Arabia

Tel. 4785454
Telex: 203040 Melaha SJ

203041 Melaha SJ

JEDDAH
DAMMAM
DUBAI

and other Red Sea and Arabian Gulf Ports.

FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION PLEASE CALL OUR AGENTS

JEDDAH
Fayez Trading Shipping

P.O.Box: 11

Jeddah

Tel. 6422245 - 6431089

Telex: 401715-400368

DAMMAM
A1 Gosaibi Shipping

P.O.Box: 106
Daramara •

Tel. 8328762 - 63-64

Telex: 601016

DUBAI
Yusuf Bin Ahmed Kanoo
P.O.Box: 290,

Dubai U.A.E.

Tel. 421525
Telex: 45451
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Brock’s ultimatum

EEC faces U.S. ire

over export credits

Arab shipping
talks open
in Kuwait

Imbalance persists

China’s sales to U.S. surge

BRUSSELS, May 26 (AP) — U.S. Trade

Representative William E. Brock has warned

the European Economic Community that if

its memberscontinueto subsidize exports of

manufactured goods and farm products, the

Ronald Reagan administration may retaliate.

**I would not rule out any option," Brock

told Monday a news conference after a four-

day visit to Brussels and meetings with high

ranking officials of the EEC commission.

Brock said he told his European
counterparts that the United States is against

diepolicy ofgovemmen ts subsidizing exports
— a policy the Reagan administration feels

violates principles of free trade by giving

companies in subsidizing countries an unfair

advantage. Reagan already has begun limit-

ing contributions to the U.S. Export-Import

Bank, which aids exports from the United

States.

Brock signalled the administration’s

determination to press the same philosophy

on theEEC countries.“ We feel very strongly

about it," Brock said. "We want to see a

reduction of this policy."

He said that in future negotiations the

United States would pursue its views “as

aggressively as necessary.”

Referring to high interest rates.Brock said

they are necessary to fight inflation even if

they entail an “unfortunate flow of capital”

from Western Europe into the United

States.

Defending U.S. monetary policy against

Western European criticism. Brock said at

that die high dollar exchange rate would

permit the European Economic Community
to make inroads into new markets.

On interest rates, the EEC has maintained

that die current high levels in the United

States are going to deepen the recession,

while Washington would like Western

European countries to raise their rates.

Procurement low

KUWAIT, May 26 (AP) - Shipping
experts from 21 Arab states opened a two-
day meeting in Kuwait to set up an Arab
shipping association, a spokesman for the
Kuwait Ministry of Communications has
announced.

The ejqierts will be discussing ways ofship-
ping registration and classification and the

creation of an independent Arab
organization to supervise the system, the
spokesman said. The proposed organization

mil also conduct maritime insurance and
engage in design and shipbuilding, he added.
The body, to be based in Kuwait will at a

later stage carry out research and propose a

plan for developing Arab maritime
performance and upgrading Arab shipping

companies, the Kuwaiti official said.

As most of the Arab shipping companies
are operating from Kuwait, it is plausible to
base the new Arab organization in the

country j he added. The spokesman said

Monday that the total number of registered

Kuwaiti ships now stands at 278, providing

for a cross tonnage exceeding 2.S million-.

Hoarding may trigger grain famine in India
NEW DELHI, May 26 (R) — Low pro-

curement of wheat by government agencies

and massive hoarding of wheat stocks by
private traders may lead to a grain famine in

India fills year.

With just a month to go before the wheat
procurement season ends, official purchases

have not amounted to even half the target of

nine million tons. Underscoring the gov-

ernment's concern about dwindling wheat

stocks, the Indian Prime Minister, Mrs.

Indira Gandhi, visited Punjab and Haryana*
— die two north Indian states which supply

over 70 percent of the wheat stocks for the

public distribution system — to make a

personal assessment of the situation.

She reportedly took to task congress

leaders and government officials in the two
states for the low procurement and asked

them to take stringent measures to check the

wheat shortfall.

The procurement backlog which has taken

place despite a record production of 36
million tons of wheat this year is mainly
because of government mismanagement and
massive hoarding of wheat stocks by private

traders.

Angry atlow procurement pricesand gov-
ernment restrictions on the market, farmers

have sold most of their wheat to private

merchants who are boarding it to sell later at

exorbitant prices.

The Punjab government raided godowns
of private traders Thursday and seized

10,000 tons of wheat. The state government
has fixed a ceiling of 20 tons of wheat per
trader.

The police in the two states have been

asked to keep a strict vigil and wheat

movement by road isat a standstill. No trucks

are being allowed to carry the grain out of the

states.

In the state of Madhya Pradesh, in the

dacoit-infested Chambal area where there is

a high demand for guns, the government has

offered fanners gun licenses if they sell over

five tons of wheat to official agencies. Other
incentives offered for selling wheat to the

government are extra quotas of sugar and
cement.

Despite the flurry of official activity,

particularly after Mrs. Gandhfs visit to

Punjab and Haryana, it may be too late to

retrieve tile situation.

The powerful farmers’ lobby in Indian

politics has not taken kindly to pressure,

however subtle from the government, while

private traders are reported to have made
huge payoffs to government offiaals to

ignore hoarding. At a press conference

TTuirsday, senior opposition leader Madhu
Limaye charged the Haryana congress Chief

MinisterBhajan Lai ofconniving with private

traders to smuggle wheat out from the state.

The consequences of the wheat shortfall in

India this year may be extremely serious in

the coming months.

France names Pisani for EEC post
BRUSSELS, May 26 (AFP)— The French

government has officially proposed Edgard
Pisani, a Socialist Senator and former
agriculture minister, to replace newly-
appointed Foreign !Minister Claude
Cheyssoo on die European ... Economic
Community (EEC) commission, an EEC
source said.

France has also proposed that Pisani take
on thesame duties, concerning relations with

tiie Third World, that Cheysson held. The
post is one of 14 on the EEC commission.
France has held this portfolio, one of the

most coveted by EEC member-nations, for

the last 24 years.

Responsibilities on the commission are set

by the commissioners themselves, a decision

on the Pisani appointment might be made
shortly, probably • before the ministerial'

council meeting set for June 4.

SAUDI ARABIAN GOVERNMENT TENDERS
Authority Description Tender

Number
Price

SR-
doting
Date

Department of

Education at

Shagra'a

Construction of three simpli-

fied schools with fences

42/17 22-6-81

Department of —Supply of power generators 51 — 13-6-81

Education at —Supply of chalks 52 — 14-6-81

AJ-Medina —Supply of blackboards 53 — 15-6-81

—Supply of printed matters

—Supply of artistical instruments

54 16-6-81

and raw materials 55 — 17-6-81

—Sports clothes and tools 56 — .20-6-81

—Boyscout clothes 57 — 21-6-81

material* and tools 58 — 22-6-81

—Furniture of school libraries 59 — 23-6-81

PORTS AUTHORITY
JEDDAH ISLAMIC PORT

SHIPS MOVEMENTS UPTO 0700 HOURS ON THE
26TH MAY. 1981 22ND RAJAB, 1401

Berth Name of Vessel Agent Type of Cargo Arrival
Date

1A. Foss Dunkerque Fayez ContrsJTfl8JFIat8 25881
8. Trlnculo S.OSA Bagged Barley 19:581

11. ibn Abdoun Karroo ContsirwrsXSen. 25.581
18. .Ionian Carrier Rolaco Bulk Cement 20.581
ia Told Arrow A&aada Bagged Barley 17.581
20. link Harmony Alsaada Bagged Barley 21.E81
21. Taichung 2 Bamaodah Bagged Barley 21.581
22. Nikolay Ananyev A.E.T. Containers 25.581
24. Mishma Mam El Hawi Reefer 25.581
26. Malange Aliraza GertContrs. 24.581
27. Mikha KAA Gen/Contra. Loading 25.581

Empty Contra.
28. Peiagos M.TJL Containers 25881
29i Atlantic Freezer 0.C.E Reefer 21.581
3a Cambean Universal Star Reefer 25.581
35. Hellenic Adventure Alpha Loading Empty Contra. 25.581
36. Ever Large Algosaibi Containers 25.581
39. Kota Dewa O.C.E General 25.581
40. Costas II O.C.E. Reefer 24881

2. RECENT ARRIVALS :

Ever Large Algosaibi Containers 25881
Talking A.E.T. Containers

Achilleus Rolaco Bulk Cement
99

Mishima Maru El Hawi Reefer
99

Ibn Abdoun Karroo General

kota Dewa O.C.E General
Shahinaz Aliraza General

A1 Amiriah Ansco Vehicles

Peiagos M.TA Containers

Tola Arrow Atsabah Bulk Cement
Elbe Maru A.ET. Containers 26.581

KING ABDUL AZIZ PORT DAMMAM
SHIPS MOVEMENT UPTO 0700 HOURS OF

22.7.1401/26.5.1981 CHANGES FOR THE PAST 24 HOURS

4. Seepayal Highspeed General

9: Nedlloyd Mop Kanoo General

10. Talus AJexakos Gosaibi LoadUrea

13. Ming Honesty Kanoo General

15. Adriatic Freezer SMC Reefer

16. Tai Tung (snd cell) SEA Loading

19: Western Link Gulf SteeiKSen.

20.

(2no Call)

Lawtona Gosaibi Bagged Cement

33. Sakar Kanoo TimberiGen.

35. Slapy Gulf Timber

36. Trom Helvig (D8.) AJsabah Bulk Cement

37. Aiabiah Luluan (D.B.) AET Cement Silo Vsl

38. Barge, Uni Cement Globe Cement Silo Vsl

26881
23.581
21881
23.581
26.581
24.581
26.581

22.581
26.581
23.581
10881

27.10.77

10.1180

Pisani, who was agriculture minister from

1962 to 1966, was one of tile negotiators on
the EECs common agricultural policy. He
recently presented the community with a
study on adjustments to be made in die

current farm policy. The report was adopted
by the Socialist group in the European
Parliament, which includes Pisani.

PEKING, May 26 (WP) — Despite a

widening trade deficit, China forthe first time

is selling its products to America at a faster

rate than h is buying merchandise from

America, according to U.S. trade statistics

released here last week.

Figures for the first three months of this

yearshow that Chinese exports to the United

States grew by 84 percent over their level for

the same period of 1980, while China's

imports rose by 53 percent. |

Despite the relative grain in Chinese

exports, Peking's overall sales 4b the United

States are still so low compared to its imports

that its latest success does nothing to offset

the huge imbalance in Sino-American trade:

China’s deficit in the first three months of this

year readied $805 million compared with

$570 million in the same period of 1980.
Accounting for the largest increases in

Chinese exports were textiles, dothing,

peanuts and such nonferrous metals as tin,

tungsten and titanium, according to the
report prepared by U.S. Commerce
Department offiaals.

Economic analysts said the statistics

reveal an unexpected and dramatic reversal

in the pattern of bilateral trade. Since the two
nations normalized relations in 1979, Pek-
ing* s imports from America consistently have
risen at a much*faster rate than exports.

Partly explaining <he sudden shift is Pek-
ing's new austerity program, which cuts Ijack

cm imports of cokly equipment from die

West. Analysts also cite the spedal neeeft of
the American economy caused by such
events as a poor peanut harvest in 1980.
Chinese officials who bitterly complain

about the trade imbalance may be
heartened by the latest statistics but
chastened by the enormous disparity that

continues to widen despite improvements in

Peking's relative standing.

Trade proponents on both sides of the
ocean, however, could be buoyed by the
overall increase of 60 percent in bilateral

sales in the first three months of this year
compared with 1980.Two-waytradereadied
a new high of $1.56 billion from January to
April.

U.S. exports to China hit SI.18 billion

compared with $774.8 million in the first

three months of 1980. Chinese exports to

America increased from $205.7 million in

1980 to $378.7 million this year.

Among the most successful Chinese
exports were textiles and clothing despite a
treaty signed last year that purportedly

Passport Lost
Pakistani Passport No. AD 306764 issued to Mr. Khalid Mahmood
S/o Mr. Mohammed Shafi, at Rawalpindi on Sept. 19th, 1973 has

been lost in Siteen Street, Riyadh. Finder please deliver it to the

Pakistan Embassy Jeddah or telephone 8574401/4402

Abdullah Mosleh Est.in Jeddah
announces

THAT MR. FRANK HUYSSEUNE, BELGIAN
NATIONALITY, HAS DISAPPEARED FROM OUR
COMPANY WITHOUT ANY NOTICE. WE WARN

EVERYBODY NOT TO DEAL WITH THIS PERSON OR
PROTECT HIM.

ANYBODY, WHO HAS ANY INFORMATION ABOUT
, .
THIS MAN, PLEASE CONTACT TEL: 02/6828648

OR TELEX 402464 OR NOTIFY THE NEAREST
POLICE STATION.

DIAVOX 824
The small office telephone system

with bigger system features!

Control of long distance dialling
j

• Abbreviated dialling
Saudi Ericsson now offers to small offices and villas, a telephone

system that bears the stamp of quality and reliability The
Diavox 824.

This system is designed around two instruments which can

handle upto 8 external lines and 24 extension users. The Diavox

824 has been designed for exceptionally fast call handling in

which do calls are lost and complete conversational privacy is

ensured.

The Diavox 824 can be used with or without a telephone operator

and can also function as an executive/secretarial system.

6m Saudi Ericsson
Gonvnunkstions Company Ltd

Riyw* P.O. Bo* 9903 Tel 478-5800 Tele* 200875

jeddah P.O Bo* 8838 Tel 667-6000 Tele* 402367

Dammam P.O Bo* 450 Tel 832“2222 Telex 602049

limited Chinese textile sales to U.S. firms.

Sales increased from $68 million last year to

$156 million this year.

Other Chinese exports that rose dramati-
cally in the quarter of this year were
oil seeds and peanuts, which accounted for

$34.8 million compared with no sales last

year. Sales of nonferrous ores jumped from
$4.3 million in the first quarter of I960 to

$153 million this year.

Of U.S. exports to China, agricultural pro-

ducts continued to occupy more than 60
percent of sales. Wheat exports showed the

most dramatic rise, increasing from $55
million in the first quarter of 19S0 to S352
million this year. Raw cotton and fertilizers

also registered hefty increases.

' Reflecting China’s new austerity drive,

however, U8. sales of oil-drilling machinery
and parts dropped, as did exports of chemical
elements and compounds. U.S. economic
analysts said the rising Chinese growth rates

in bilateral sales should continue*--'while Pek-
ing follows a policy of limited imports and
economic belt-tightening. They said, how-
ever,thatpart ofPeking’ s surge in exports the

past quarter could represent arrivals of goods
actually sent last year.

Japan wins

$46 million

contract

K-

Iraqi
TOKYO. May 26 ( AP) - Kobe Steelm

of Japan said Tuesday it has tigged f
billion yen ($46.5 million) contract tofcygiy

a sulphuric add manufacturing plant fto lrxq.

Under the contract with the

Organization for Minerals. Kobe Steel wifi

build the plant capable of minufacfaiag
60.000 tons of sulphuric a rid a year ina
ing area about 400 kilometers (248 mite)
north of Baghdad by May 1984, the ofijciab

said.

The plant will produce sulphuric arid from
sulphuric cake and forms, the officials mad,
The contract is made on a yen bass with cash,

payment, they said.

Brazil ups coffee tax
RIO DE JANEIRO, May 26 (AP) -

Brazil has raised its export taxes on both
green and instant coffee effective Tuesday
with the opening of business, the government
has announced.
The tax on green coffee was raised one

dollar to SI 76 per 132 pound bag. The tax onf
instant spray dried 3 Iso went up one centfto
$339 per pound.

© JASH TECHNICAL SERVICES >r

Telecommunication Division

WANTED
JASH TECHNICAL SERVICES EST., TELECOMMUNICATION

DIVISION REQUIRES EXPERIENCED ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS AS WELL AS PROFESSIONAL SALESMEN TO

SUPPORT, MARKET AND DO COMMERCIAL
ACTIVITY FOR SUPPLY AND INSTALLATION OF

COMPLETE RANGE OF TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS.

ONE EXPERIENCED ARABIC / ENGLISH TYPIST
ALSO REQUIRED.

THOSE INTERESTED MAY CONTACT MR. NAZIR DADA,
TELEPHONE (OFFICE) 477-1965 & 476-8095

(RESIDENCE) 491-6363 OR MAY SUBMIT CREDENTIALS
TO P.O. BOX 173, RIYADH.

- Vi

ONE DYNAMIC

Salesman
GREEN LINE RADIATORS

Industrial Estate — Jeddah. P.O. Box 3476. Tel: 6671211..

NEEDS IMMEDIATELY A SALESMAN WITH EXPERIENCE IN .

RADIATOR SALES OR IN AUTO SPARE PARTS.

THE CANDIDATE MUST BE FLUENT IN ENGLISH
AND SHOULD BE ABLE TO CORRESPOND INDEPENDENTLY.

VERY ATTRACTIVE EMOLUMENTS AND OTHER
BENEFITS OFFERED.

SEND YOUR BIO-DATA TO THE ABOVE ADDRESS AND
CONTACT PERSONALLY BETWEEN 10 AM AND 12 NOON.

Hyatt RegencyJ*)Jeddah
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Social spending gains
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EEC budget
slashes farm funds

i~ . ' j

• >--V

.
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BRUSSELS, May 26 (AP) — The
European Economic Community proposed a
23.9 MBon currency unit (ECU) (about $24
billion) budget Tuesday that would increase
spending to ease uaeoaploymeat and poverty
and lessen the percentage devoted to
agriculture.

The budget prepared by the EEC com-
mission would devote 623 percent of spend-
ing to the 10-nation group's much-criticized
agriculture programs, compared to 67
percent in 1981.

-Budget Commissioner Christopher
Togendhat told a news conference that while
agriculture spending will increase 123
percent, programsforpoor regions willget 25
percent more than last year and other social

programs wfll get 40 percent more.
“A particular effort is required thic year in

the soda] fund because of die terrible
problems of unemployment in the com-
r z&y" Thgendhatsaid.Machofthemoney
WiD help finance benefits for unemplbiyea
steel workers, he said.

The budget also envisions a 33 percent
hOce in aid fo-a group ofdeveloping nations in
Asa and Latin America, from 158 million

ECU to 210 million ECU. An ECU is worth
$1 .1 .

Tugendhat said the outlays were based on
die commission's best estimates of revenues
and costs in 1982, but he acknowledged that

the spending levels were dangerously dose to
the amount the EEC maylegally appropriate
from member governments. The 616 million
ECU margin between expenditures and the
legal limit that can be raised, is the smallest in

EEC history.

The budget now goes to the member gov-
ernments and the European Parliament for a
negotiating process that is expected to con-
tinue through December. Parliament has
traditionally called for higher levels of social

spending, while member governments have
traditionally sought to cut the budget across

die*board.

Since only 83 percent of the 260 million

EEC residents are fanners, there has been
pressure to increase the percentages devoted
to non-agriculture programs. Tugendhat said

the 1982 budget was responsible to those
pressures.

“The commission's main considerations in
duweing up the 1982 budget were the need to
MriXB a balance —-n raqnirewta of
individual policiesand the need forcontinued
progress to be made toward better budget
balancebetween agriculture and otherspend-
ing,” Thgendbat said.

The only significant non-agriculture sec-
tion that lost ground in the 1982 budget was
energy. Energy research went up from 283
million ECU to 437 million ECU, but the
overall energy funding dropped from 108
million ECU to 94 million ECU.

Meanwhile, according to statistics released

Tuesday there were fewer unemployed
workers in the 10 Common Market countries
in April than in March, but the high 7.4
percent unemployment rate continued.

Analysts said that with seasonal factors
taken into account, the job picture worsened
slightly. There were836 million unemployed
in April, compared to 8.42 in March. The 7.4
percent jobless rate was compared to 53.
percent in April 1980.

1 . n -
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BEETLE ROLLS OUT: Twenty mffitath Beetle built by Volkswagen rolled off the
assembly One recently at the VVV plant in Pueblo, Mexico, and was focus of a massive
celebration. This car was the mBHontb built at the Pueblo fadUty.

Free of problems

Japan setfor major thrust

London Commodities
Closing Prices

\ is

Foreign Exchange Rates

- _-i ; i

.

-

Qwilad at S*ftPAL Twsday

SAMA Cub Transfer
ftAhnrinj Ttinar — 900 901
Belgian Franc ( 1.000) 9000 100.00 —
f^narfian Dollar 2-81 335 2-845
Deatcbe Mart (100) 148.00 14630 14535
Dutch Gnflder (100) 132.00 134.00 130.90
Egyptian Pound — 4.03 4.27
Emirates Dirham (100) — 9130 92.40
French Franc ( 100) 6100 61.40 61.00
Greek Drachma (IjOOO) — 66.00 6015
Indian Rupee (100) — — 4015
Iranian Riyal (100) — — —
ham Dinar
Ita&m lira ( 10,000)

— 800 —
— 30.00 2930

Japanese Yea ( 1.000) — 1535
Jordanian Dinar
Knwafci Dinar

— 1021 10.16
— 12120' 12.17

Lebanese Lira (100) — 8060 8020
Moroccan Dirham (

100)
— 6930 6830

Patratoni Rupee (100)
Phfcppines Peso (100)

— — 34.45— — 44.10
(PoundStain
Qatari Riyal (100)

7.04 7.07 702— — 9335
Singapore Dollar (100) — — 15735
Spanish Peseta (IjOOO) — — 3635

1Swat Franc (LOG) 165.00 16430 16335
Syrian Lira (100) — 50-60 53.60
Turkish Lira (1.000) ^ — —

•'U-S. Dollar 338 33990 33920
Yemeni Riyal (100) — 7430 74.40

Setog Price

Gold**. 51,000.00
10 Trias har 6,060.00
Oemcc 1/500.00

Btaytag Price

50,700.00
6030.00
136700

\ G* mi Trifir rata are tatpfiad by AWtaJM
1 ami Ctamatme,

paid (S per otmcc)

Silver cash (pence per otmcc)

3 months
Copper cash
3 months
Tin cash

3 months
Lead cadi

3 months
Zinc cadi

3 months
Aluminium cash

3 months
Nickel Gash

3 months
Sugar August
October
Coffee May
July
Cocoa May
July

Note: Price* la panda pa- metric tim.

Theabove pricesareprovided by SandiResearch &
investment Ltd P.O. Box 6474. Teb 6653906,

Jeddah.

May 26
466.00
499.00
513.00
828.00
852.00

6080.00
6212.00
326.00
337.00
393.00
402.00
623.00
641.00

3015.00
3065.00
19035
19135
964.00
979.00
849.00
867.00

TOKYO, May 26 (AFP) — Japan’s

economy is again oriental toward expansion
after experiencing a slow-down since mid-

1980, and is currently encountering no
"serious problems” , experts at the Economic
Planning Agency (EPA) said
The latest statistics said that activity started

to showsigns of a resumption near the end of
the first quarter while prices were stabilizing.

Industrial production was moderately high in

general, with some differences in various sec-

tors, first quarter figures for manufactured
goods showedan increase of23 percent over
tfaie preceding quarter, but output fell 03
percent in metallurgy, steel, non-ferrous
iriftMig and chemicals.

Production also was significantly up in the

precision machinery sector, including
watches and cameras, but down for heavy
equipment (cranes, excavators), railway

equipment, and cars.

Production has been stimulated by internal

demand and by exports, and enterprises have
continued to invest. Consumption by house-

holds, after several slow months, again

showed an upward tendency. Department
store sales increased by 5.3 percent in

February, over die same month last year.

New car registrations declined 2.4 percent in

March compared to March 1980, but

increased 163 percent in April.

For tile first time in a year, consumer

SUPERIORQUALITY
STEEL!

FROM JAPAN A QATAR
DEFORMED BARS GR 60 PLAIN BARS

ALL SIZES PROMPT DELIVERY

IALMOJEL STORESriyadh
201958 MOJEL

TEL NOS . 47711 57-4027838 4771146

wanted
TOP CLASS SALES REPRESENTATIVE FOR A

TRANSPORTATION SERVICES COMPANY, EXCELLENT
SALARY, BACHELOR STATUS, SAUDI NATIONALS
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expenses in real terms mov^dslightly upward
in January and February. This meant that

spending outpaced inflation.

Exports climbed sharply, by 12.7 percent,

in March in comparison with tile same month
lastyear. They increased by an average of 1 .3

percent during January. February and March
compared to thesame three months last year.

London stock market
LONDON, May 26 (R) — The market

closed firmer on balanoe after a quietsession.

At 1500 hours, the forward trading index was
up 1.1 at 544.5, after opening at 542.3.

Equities picked up on small interest after

an uncertain start, but thin conditions

exaggerated gains that ranged to lOp. Gov-
ernments formed as much as half a point in a
market also lacking in depth. Gold shares lost

as much as two points.

BOC international firmed 5p at 133 at the
outset after half-year results, but news of the
£82 million convertible rights issues pushed
the price back to 128p.
GEC ended lOp higher at 670 and other

electronics to firm included Ferranti and
Thom up 8p and 6p respectively. 1C1 and
Bowater rose 6p and 5p. In higher oils shell

and Tricentrol were both 6p up. Insurances
turned firmer after an easier opening where
Eagle Star added 9p to 234.

Financial Roundup

Dollar surges, gold plunges
By JJ3. Hammond

JEDDAH, May 26 — The dollar con-

tinued its European rally by rising further

against most major currencies on the

European markets Tuesday. It was
particularly strong against the German
mark and the French franc and the Britisr

pound dropped another one cent against

the dollar. The dollars rise took market

participants by some surprise since dollar

deposit rates also eased on the European

markets. Locally, riyal deposit rates firmed

from early opening rates and dealers

reported some active trading on the local

exchanges. On the bullion news front, gold

prices took a dip below $470 levels to be

quoted at $467 per ounce by mid-day

Tuesday in London.
The German mark fell to 2.3295 and

reached 233 at one stage before some
Bundesbank dollar sales took the level to

23280. The mark had opened firmer at

23180 in early trading, but that level was
swept aside in the rush to buy dollars. The
sterling fell by almost another one cent and
was quoted at 2.0680 by mid-day after

opening at 2.0710. This takes the pound
bade to almost a three-year low against the

dollar and market observers are watting to

see if the Bank of England will step in and
support the pound at such levels or allow

the sterling to reach a new platform-lev el of

around $2.06 or $2.05 to the pound.

The yen was weaker at 223.80 levels and
it was only importers buying of yen that

kept the level from falling further. The
Swiss franc was moderately steady at 2.0630
—40 levels, with little change over morning
opening rates. The French franc continued

to be quoted wide at 5.55 to 5.57 levels and
the recent rumors in the financial market
concerning that currency was whether the

franc would remain the European
Monetary System — the EMS. So far.

French officials have denied that the franc

will leave the EMS and the recent!
Mitterrand-Schmidt talks confirmed that
this might not happen, for the time being.

Eurodollar interest rates eased slightly by
about 1/6 to I S percent in all tenors.
One-month London rate was quoted at 19
1/8 — 19 1/4 percent, but later eased to 19
1-T6 — 193/16. Similarly, the three-month
Eurodollar rate, normally the best indicator
of short to medium- term deposit level*,
eased by 1/6 percent to 19 3*16 — 19 516.
The market was not exceptionally worried
about these falls, for as one London dealer
revealed, some institutions were quoting for
a value Thursday, others far a Friday, while
others still for a Wednesday dealing day.

The New York and London closure
Monday created as it were “parallel
markets.”

Locally riyal deposit rates finned slight

K

by as much as 1/4 percent, especially in the
short tenors. Dealers reported some
demand for the dollar on the local
exchanges which pushed up the deposit
rates from one-month J1BOR opening levels

of 16 — 16 1/2 to 16*4 — 10*4 — percent. .

The one-vear riyal deposit is now quoted at

15 1/2 — 16. but there was little change in
the long tenors. On the exchanges, both
local and Bahrain markets reported a flurry

ofdeals and spot riyal against the dollar rose
from opening levels of 3.3905 — 15 to

3.3913-23. This reflected some strong
demand for the dollar and was due to the
dollar's strengthening on the European
markets.

Tuesday’s dosing gold prices (in U.S.
dollars per troy ounce):

London
Tuesday
46830

Monday
480.00

Paris 521.31 530.72

Frankfurt 47030 473.02

Zurich 466.50 47230
Hong Kong 473.00 483.41

Partymen flay Mrs.Thatcher
LONDON, May 26 { AP) — Influential

members of Britain’s ruling Conservative

Party launched an anti-government
broadside Tuesday, charging failure to make
deep cuts in public spending and demanding
the sacking erf Sir Keith Joseph, secretary for

industry.

The attack came from the Bow group
think-tank which numbers eight cabinet

ministers among its o3 lawmaker members.
Joseph is dose to Prime Minister Margaret

Thatcher and advised heron the tight-money
policies followed by the government.
The Bow group quarterly journalCrossbow

denounced Joseph for pledging £ 5.3 billion

($1 1 billion) to state-run industries — not-

ably the British Leyland automaker and
British Steel Corp.

*
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WANTED COOK
*Fivef5j years experience in cooking European & Indian

food.

* He must be of either Indian or Pakistani nationality.

Good english is required. Transferable Iqama.
* Salary commensurate with experience.

PLEASE APPLY: P.O.BOX 4102— DAMMAM,OR TELEPHONE,
PERSONNEL DEPT. 8576784. w

A COMMERCIAL ESTABLISHMENT

REQUIRES
1. A QUALIFIED ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN OR ENGINEER

With a minimum of 5 years experience. The candidate should be capable of

reading electronic diagrams and attend to the repairs of electronic printed

circuit boards.

2. A QUALIFIED MECHANICAL TECHNICAL OR ENGINEER:
With a minimum of 5 years experience in printing machinery.

Applications with certificates and testimonials to be mailed to P.O. Box 5793,
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.

RABIAH 8lNASSAR CO.
COMMERCIAL SECTION

Test Laboratories for:

ROADS and CONSTRUCTION

•Soil

•Asphalt
•Concrete

MATERIAL AVAILABLE IN STOCK

KHOURAIS ROAD, TEL. NOS. 4910545 - 4910590
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Stein betters 1964 mark

Rangers squeeze past Twins
NEW YORK, May 26 (AP) - Bill Stein

set an American league record with his

seventh consecutive pinch hit in the bottom

of die ninth inning Monday night, singling

home die winning run to give the Texas
Rangers a 4-3 victory over the Minnesota

Twins. Stein broke the AL mark of six con-

secutive pinch hit held by Bob Johnson of

Baltimore in 1964.

Stein’s record-breaking single capped a

two-run rally and came off Twins reliever

Doug Corbett and consecutive singles by

Mickey Rivers, AL Oliver and Buddy bell

produced the tying run.

Doug Deduces drove in five runs with a

pair ofhomers and Mark Belanger hit his first

home run since 1977 to power the Baltimore

Orioles over the New York Yankees 10-1

behind Jim Papmer's five-hit pirching.

Baseball

Tony Armas belted a three-run double as

the Oakland A’s recorder their fifth con-

secutive triumph, downing the Chicago

White Sax 5-2 behind Steve McCarty’s

sixth-hitter.

Jack Morris won his fifth game in a row

wtih a six-hitter while John Wockenfuss and

Richie Hebner drove in three runs apiece and

Lynn Jones had four hits to pace a 26-hit

attach that carried the Detroit Tigers past die
' Milwaukee Brewers 12-3.

Mike Witt, a 6-foot-7 rookie right-hander,

blanked Toronto on two singles for eight

innings before needing help in the ninth as

the California Angels defeated the Toronto

Blue Jays 2-1.

Rick Auerbach and Lenny Randle
homered to lead the Seattle Mariners to a 5-2

victory over the 'Kansas City Royals and a

Standings
American L«mi

AST
EAST w L per. GB

AiMoiara 25 14 MlW L per. GB
Cleveland 21 14 MO 2

Si. Louii 22 •13 .629 —
New York 23 17 SIS 2M

PhUaddphin 24 17 sss 2
feoftotj 23 IS J61 3

Monties] 22 16 .550 2¥j Milwaukee 22 IS .550 3%
Plttebwgb 16 IS .471 M

Detroit 21 20 J12 S
Now York 12 25 -324 11 Toronto 12 31 .279 15
rMwijn 9 28 .243 14 WEST

WEST Oakland 30 16 .652 _
Los Angeles 31 !2 .721 —

Total 23.' 16 J90 3 Vi
Cincinnati 24 18 .571 Mi

QtiCSJJO 22 16 .379 4
San Frandaco 23 22 Jll 9 California 22 23 489 7Vi
Houston 21 22 .488 10 Seattle IS 27 J57 13
Atlanta 19 21 A1S lOMi Kamaadty 11 24 J14 13%
San Diego 17 26 J95 14 Mininmm 12 2S J00 15

sweep of a two-night doubleheader from the

defending American League champions. In
the first game, Gary Gray drove in four runs
with histhird two-homergame in 10 daysand
rookie Brian Allard checked Kansas City on
six hits as Seattle won 7-1.

In the National League, Scot Thompson’

s

bases-loaded single over a drawn-in outfield

in the 11th inning gave the Chicago Cubs an
uphill 10-9 victory over the Pittsburgh
Pirates. Steve Henderson homered in both

the eighth and ninth innings as the cubs
erased a 9-4 deficit with four runs in the

eighth and one in the ninth.

Unbeaten Burt Hooton lasted only 51-3

innings but ran his reoord to 7-0 in the Los
Angeles Dodgers' 7-1 victory over the

Atlanta Braves, which included a single,

double and homer by Steve Garvey.
Bill Gullickson pitched 81-3 innings and

Chris Speier drove in three runs with a single

and two-run homer as the Montreal Expos
defeated the St. Louis Cardinals 5-3. Dave
Kingnman walloped his 10th career grand
slam as the New York Mets hammered the

Philadelphia Phillies 13-3.

The CSncmnati Reds Broke a tie with three

runs in the eighth inning on Johnny Bench's

RBI single and Larry Biittnei’ s two-run dou-

ble to lwat the San Diego Padres 6-3.

Ait Howe’s 23-game hitting streak ended,
but the Houston third baseman squeezed
home a run and Craig Reynolds tripled home
two more as the Astros defeated the San
Diego Padres 6-3.

Russell scales

\great heights
NEW YORK, May 26 (AP) — If you

are sitting in a fourth-floor office and you

see a man walk by the window, it could be
John Russell who claims a world record

for walking with the longest stilts.

With the publisher of the Guinness

Book of world record standing by,

Russell, of the Ringing Bros, andBaraum
and Bailey Circus, took 34 steps

Wedneday on 33-foot (9.9-meter) stQts.

Publisher David Boehm said Russel broke

his own reoord of walking on 30-foot stilts

for 30 steps.

Russel, dressed in blue jeans and a

striped T-shirt, sat on a swing and was

hoisted to a pipe from which he mounted
the stilts. Why didn’t he walk further?

“If s not exactly like wearing tennis shoes.

Each of the stilts weighed 40 pounds (18

ldlos).” Boehm counted 34 steps before

Russell became too tired.

Cabanas scores four

in Cosmos’ big

Allott finishes

with6 for 105

EAST RUTHERFORD, New Jersey. May 26

(AP) — Roberto Cabanas scored four

Cosmos’ goals and Wim Rijsbergen of

Holland added another tolead the defending

North American Soccer League .champions

to a 5-1 victory over Dallas Sunday after

noon, extending the Tornado’s losing streak

to nine games.

The lone Tornados goal was the last of the

match. West Germany’s Wolfgang Rausch's

kick struck the post, and Njejo Pew
rebounded to score at 79:09.
Cabanas first score came 15:02 into the

match, when he connected a cross kick from
Jeff Dutgan. The 20-year-old Paragyan

scored on a scrambling kick that sent him
head-over-heels into the net; just in front of

goalkeeper Bill Irwin.

The Cosmos' lead grew to 2-0 when the

Tornado defenders, tiying to clear a path

from Julio Romero to Giorgio Chinaglia of

Italy, shot the ball away from the goal area

and into Cabanas' path. Cabanas, lithe top

center of the penalty box, delivered * ^
kick to score at 23:13.

In a Monday night action, Dtrid McGill
started out far right, then veered Urfftnifafe

the ball pas: Zeijko Bilecfcj as the
Washington Diplomats beat the Tafsa

Roughnecks, 2-2. in a shootout. -

Washington took the lead m the second half

as Malcolm Waldron scored at Ml31 on a
20-yard free kick. - . •

Tulsa evened (he score, 1-1, wifolfctokfj
in regulation when Joe Edvaldesoa ofkdftd
scored on a corner kick from Barry Wafts of
England and send the game into overtime.

The game remained scoreless through two
7:30 overtimes. In the shootout, .fin*
shorten David Bradford for Washington trid

Joe Morone for Tulutcond to onkeit.l-L
Then fourth shooters Trevor Fiaafctta for

Washington and Edvaldesoa for Tulsa raised

the tie-score to 2-2.

IBF, WBF merge
TOKYO, May 26 (AP) — The two rival

World Badminton Federations were united

Tuesday in a ceremony which ended more
than two years of infighting among overseas

of the sports about the two- China policy.

Officials of the London-based
International Badminton Federation (IBF),

and the Peking-led World Badminton
Federation (WBF) met at a Tokyo hotel

Tuesday to sign documents merging the

breakfast WBF into the IBF.

Stellan Mohlin, Swedish President of the

IBF, and Air Marshal Chullasapya Dawee of

Thailand, president of the WBF, signed the

deed of unification before representatives of

both IBF and WBF countries.

“There will be no more divisions and
frictions within the organization,” Marshall

Dawee told the assembled audience
“Everyone must work hard to promote and
develop the sport.”

“My next job after having the two bodies
unified as one, the task I shall take very
seriously isto have oursportberecognizedby
the International Olympic Committee
(OIQ," Marshal Dawee said. “I will assure
you that every effort will be made for our
common goal.”

Timman-Polugaevsky tie

adjourned after 57 moves
AMSTERDAM, Netherlands, May 26

(AP) — Dutch champion Jon Timman
adjourned his eighth-round game against

Soviet Grandmaster Lev Pohigaevsky to see

his lead in the standing* of the IBM Chess

Tournament dwindle to the smallest possible

margin Monday.
Playing white in the closed variation of the

Sicilian, Timman obtained an earlypositional

advantage, but his subsequent attack was
stopped when Polugaevsky • sacrificed an
exchange at his 24th. The encounter was
adjourned after 57 moves and sevenhours of
play in a complicated ending, in which
experts said Timman had the better chances.

‘

A win wouldgiveTimman a one-point lead

overfourgrandmasterssharingsecondplace,

including world champion Anatoly Karpov,

who was held to a draw by Hungary’s Lajos

Portisch in 47 moves from a Nimzo-Indian

Defense.

Karpov and Portisch were tied for second

place with Vlastimil Hort erf Czechoslovakia

and former world champion Vassili Smyslov

of the Soviet Union.
Hort settled for a draw with white after 30

moves from a Nimzo-Indian against Britain* s

Tony Miles. Smyslov moved up in the stand-

ings on the strength of a victory with white

over Holland’s Kick Langeweg, who
exceeded thetimelimitafter 38 moves from a

Sicilian Defense.

In further eighth-round action, Holland’s

Hans Ree and Lubosh Kavalek of theUnited
States settled for a half point each after 41
moves from a Queen’s Indian Defense. Ree,
who played white, was forced to give two
knights for a rook, but managed to capture

two extrapawns and held hisground during a
tense time trouble phase.

In the remaining encounter of the day,

Holland's Jan-Hein Dormer wentdown with

White in 29 moves from a queen's gambit

against Yugoslav grandmaster Ljubomir
Ljubojevic. The Dutch grandmaster mis-

handled the opening and had the worst of

play throughoutHe resigned when his pawn
structure was about tobe reduced to ruinsby
a penetrating black rode.

LONDON, May 26 (Agencies) —
England s apparently bottomless rain douds
washed away nine of the 10 first dass cricket

matches Monday — and the tenth, at

Manchester, squeezed in one hour’s play.

Young pace bowler Paul Allott, opening

the Lancashire attack only because Mick

Malone stayed in Australia, snapped up three

of the four Yorkshire wickets to fall and

finished his debutant stint in the traditional

“battle of the roses” match with six for 105

from 33 overs.

Jim Love added only a single to his over-

night 1S3 before Allott bowled him and then

hit the stumps of two England Test men,
Chris Old and Graham Stevenson. Rain

caused a four-hour wait before Lancashire

could take aim at the target of348 — and the

luckless Oid and Stevenson saw both openers

missed off their bowling, dimming Yorkshire

hopes of forcing a follow-on the final day.

The Australian cricket tourists’ match

against Somerset too was washed out and
captain Kim Hughes admitted tire Aussies

ow face a struggle to find top form.

The washout meanta total loss of 10 hours
from the Taunton match. Nine hours was lost

from Australia’s previous game against

Hampshire.
Hughes said: “We desperatelyneedplaying
time to sort ourselves out. Its more of a

problem for the newcomers, bat even those

of us who have been here before need time to

get used to the conditions again."

The Australians have two three-day

matches scheduled against Glamorgan at

Swansea and Gloucestershire at Bristol

before the start of the Prudential one-day
series against England.

Qualified Secretaries

THREE POSITIONS HAVE BECOME VACANT WITHIN
THE ORGANIZATION FOR QUALIFIED SECRETARIES,
AT OUR CONSTRUCTION SITES AND IN THE RIYADH
OFFICE.

REQUIREMENTS:

1. Typing (English Only)
2. Shorthand

3. Telex

4. Transferable Iqama

INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD IN RIYADH
AND JEDDAH.

PLEASE SEND RESUME TO:

Personnel Manager,
M.D.I.C.A.

P.O. Box 43013, Riyadh.

Telephone: 4640216
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“SHOPPING-CENTER” ARABIAN FOOD MARKETING

EUBOMABCHE
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BIG MONTHLY
DISCOUNT
BREAK THE PRICES !

!

FROZEN FOOD PRICE/S.R.

MEAT
MUTTON BEEF (COLD) KILO

COMPLETE BEEF KILO

10.00

30.00

CHICKEN FROM FRANCE ONE PIECE

BIRDS FROM FRANCE ONE PIECE "PINTADE*

TURKEY FROM FRANCE IN TINS
ICE CREAM "COUNTRY CLUB" 2 LITRES

10.00

18.00

12.00

15.00

VEGETABLES & FRUITS FRESH FISH

GROCERIES & DRINKS

CUCUMBERS

TOMATO 4 KILO CONTAINER
PRICE/S.R.

SOHAT NATURAL WATER COST OF ONE CARTON
EVIAN MINERAL WATER COST OF ONE CARTON
SERDIKA NATURAL WATER COST OF ONE CARTON
TANG 17 OUNCES CONTAINER

SUN QUICK CONCENTRATED JUICE ONE LITER

GAYANT MALT DRINK

LEMON S/RUP BERGET ONE LITRE

SPARKLING APPLE JUICE "KEROR" .75 LITRE

NIDO POWDER MILK INSTANT 1.800 KG.

BLEDILAC MILK CONTAINING FLOUR 400 GR.

REAL FRESH MILK 1 LITRE

PASTAS "LUSTUCRU" 250 GR.

OIL "MAZOLA" ONE GALLON

CORNED BEEF "HERFORD" 12 OUNCES

SUGAR GRANULATED FINE 2 KILOS

NESQUICK INSTANT CHOCOLAT 400 GR.

PLANTERS CHEESE BALL PER CARTON

DAIRY
EMMENTHAL CHEESE 210 GR. CONTAINER
MIMOLETE CHEESE 200 GR. CONTAINER
LABAN BADR- YOGURT 500 GR. CONTAINER

WEEKLY FROM FRANCE
TWICE A WEEK FROM QATIF & DAMMAM
DIRECT FROM THE BOAT TO THE CUSTOMER WITH
THE COLLABORATION OF "SAUDI FISHERIES
COMPANY"
SALMON FROM THE PACIFIC OCEAN COST PER KILO 180.00

PASTRY & RAKERY
IN ADDITION TO THE DAIRY SPECIAL DIVISION WITH
CHEESE MEATS. OUVES WITH DIFFERENT QUALITIES

FRENCH BREAD ONE PIECE
SWEET 6 PIECES

1,00

12.00

UM- V
ALHAMAI

AL URUBA STREET

&
RIYADH
ELECTRICITY

o
o AL KHOZAMA

HOTEL

To NEW AIRPORT

O O INTERCONTINENTAL

I I

INTERSECTION OF KING FAISAL SPECIALIZATION WITH
AL URUBA STREET UM-ALHAMAM RIYADH-,

’I'.
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In European Cup final

Real pin hopes on Cunningham
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PARIS, May 26 ( AP) — Liverpool will be
bidding to keep the European Cup soccer

trophy in England for the fifth straight year
when it plays Real Madrid of Spain at the

Parc des Princes here Wednesday night.

Liverpool won the competition —
Europe's premier tournament for dub teams
— in 1977 and 1979. Nottingham Forest has
triumphed for the past two seasons. Real
Madrid has won the European Cup a record

six times, but is making its first appearance in

the final since 1966.

Both teams have doubts about the match
fitness of key players. Liverpool Scottish
international striker Kenny Dalglish,who has
notplayed a competitivegamefor five weeks.
Monday was surprisingly included in

manager Bob Paisley's squad of 17 players

for the match.

Real, which has lived in the shadows of the

Real team of the 1950s, is relying to a great

extent on an Englishman to take the trophy

back to Spain. Laurie Cunningham, who has
played only 45 minutes of soccer in the past
seven months, is Rears potential match-
winner.

Th
.

e
M
b
[
a«* cockney, nicknamed ‘ 2\Negnto by the Madrid dub’s fans, has the

pace and power to trouble Liverpool down
the flanks.

Dalglish has been out of action since
damaging ankle ligaments in Liverpool's
semifinal victory over Bayern Munich of
West Germany on April 22. His foot has been
ui plaster for most of the time, but Paisley
said: "Kenny has done enough in training to
satisfy me.”

Also back in the Liverpool squad is
England under-21 international midfielder
Sammy Lee, who has recovered from a
troublesome groin injury.

Full back Alan Kennedy, who has had the
plaster removed from the wrist he broke
against Bayem, is a certain starter, while

Fans make a crazy dash

ies

LONDON, May 26 (AP) — Thousands of
Liverpool fans were leaving London Tuesday

for Paris, but many were without tickets for

the European Cup Soccer Final.

“It is an impossible situation,” said

Liverpool secretary Peter Robinson. "We
were given just 12,000 tickets for the final

and thousands of our supporters are traveling

over without a ticket.

"The ticket allocation system was most
unsatisfactory ” he added. “Liverpool and
Real Madrid are two of the best supported

teams in Europe— and it is such an easy trip

we could have filled the ground ourselves.”

Robinson has warned French officials that

Liverpool have no control over supporters

without tickets, who are traveling inde-

pendently.
The Parc de Princes isan aD-seaterstadium

holding just 49,000 spectators. "UEFA
should be more flexible and move finals like
this to a bigger venue instead of sticking to
their original plans," Robinson said.
Many of the 25.000 tickets sold in Paris are

expected to find their wa^ onto the blade
market, although UEFA officials have said
that match tickets are not freely available.
"All the fans going to Paris without tickets

are going to be disappointed,” said English
Football Association secretary Ted Croker.
“UEFA have told us there are no spare
tickets available from official or unofficial
sources. “We have appealed to fans without
tickets not to travel."

Nedlloyd Lines

" (Emec)SERVICE

MV. NEDLLOYD CALEDONIA
V0Y1216

THE ABOVE MENTIONEDVESSEL
IS DUE TO ARRIVE JEDDAH ON

26. 5.1981

Consignees are kindly requested to

i take delivery oftheir cargo

<

i

. For any further information please contact:

ALATAS AGENCIES
P.O.Box 4. AL-Johara Bldg. 4th floor Telex: 401009 ALSHIP SJ

Telephone: 6443350—6428779-6428333
Jeddah — Saudi Arabia

forward David Johnson and centcrback and
captain Phil Thompson both have passed
fitness tests.
No English club ever has won the

European Cup three times in succession, but
Liverpool boss Paisley is confident his

current line-up, which already has won the
English League Cup this season, cui make
history. "It is all about commitmenu" Paisley

said. ” We have got players prepared to sac-

rifice their reputations for the good of the
team. 1 believe we can be the champions of
Europe again.”

Liverpool chairman John Smith has said:

“If one word sums up our club it is stability.

We are consistent.” Yet the feeling in the

Liverpool dressing rooms is that Liverpool's

consistency has this season left something to

be desired.
“if we should win the European Cup. we

will still feel we haven't won enough this sea-

son.” admits Scottish international midfiel-
der Graeme Souness. “ We believe we should
have won the English Championship as
well.” Liverpool finished fifth.

“We are angry because we let ourselves
down.” Souness said in a recent newspaper
interview. The Liverpool team is fidl of
perfectionists. Only the best is good enough.
That is something that Cunningham is well
aware of.

“Liverpool look as well-organized and
difficult to beat as ever” Reals black flash
has said. Cunningham played many times for
West Bromwich against Liverpool before
joining the Spanish club.

One playerwho will start against Liverpool
is Uli Stielite. Real's West German
international midfielder. Stielike played for
Borussia Moenchengladbach, which was
defeated 3-1 by Liverpool in the 1977
European Cup final.

“Liverpool made that a night of bitter dis-

appointment for me," 26-year-old Stielike

admitted to the English newspaper the News
OfThe World.

France, Italy

share points
DUSSELDORf, May26 (AFP) — France

and Italy drew 0-0 in a Group ‘C match on
the opening day of the European under-18

Football Championships here Monday.
GROUP ‘A’: In Gelsenkirchen: West

Germany beat Wales 5-0 (halftime 1-0); in

Guetersloh: Belgium beat Greece 2-0 (2-0).

GROUP <B t
: In Hagen: Poland drew

Sweden 1-1 (0-0); In Hamm: Romania beat

Czechoslovakia 3-2 ( 1-1).
' GROUP ‘C*: In Muensten Italy drew

France 0-0; In Amsberg: Bulgaria drew
Denmark 2-2 (1-1);

GROUP •‘D*1: In Luedenscheid: Scotland
beat Austria 1-0 (0-0); In Siegen: Spain beat
England 2-1 (1-1).

Indonesia seeks replay
JAKARTA, May 26 (R) — Indonesia

wants a replay of their Worid Cup elimination

soccer match with New Zealand because the

game did not comply with International

Football Federation (FIFA) rules, a football

association spokesman said here Tuesday.

The spokesman confirmed his association

had filed a protest with FIFA over the

second-leg match in Auckland last Saturday,

in which New Zealand beat Indonesia 5-0

and two Indonesian players were sent off.

Indonesia, who lost the first leg 2-0 in

Jakarta earlier this month, objected to the

linesmen coming from Australia, who are

competing in the same group. The
Indonesian Federation maintains the referee

as well as linesmen should be from neutral

countries.
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Panatta scores upset

victory over Solomon

Adriano Panatta

PARIS. May 26 ( AP) — Adriano Panaiu

of Italy scored the first upset of the French

Open Tennis Championships Monday, beat-

ing eight-seeded Harold Solomon of the

United Stales 6-3, 7-5, 6-2 al the end of a

rainy day at Ronald Garros Stadium.

Panaita lived up to his reputation. He won
the French title in 1976, defeating Solomon
in the final. And he is the only man who has

defeated Borg here.

Solomon, whose patient baseline game is

theoretically suited to the slow red day
surface, traded from the start but made two

strong attempts to get back into the match.

Hecame from 1-3 to 5-4 inthesccondsetand

from 0-3 to 2-3 in the third. Each time

Panatta drove deep, forced the little

American back arjd regained control.

Gene Mayer of the United States made no

mistakes in his first-round clash* against 14-

L First Round Results
MEN’S SINGLES: Jose-Luis Dumiani

(Uruguay) bt Rolf Gehring (W. Germany)
6-2, abandoned; Balasz Taroczy (Hungary-

15) bt Hank Pfister (USA) 6-3, t>-0. 6-1:

Ricardo Vizcaino (Spain) bt Acton i Zugarclli

(Italy) 6-3. 6-1. 6-0; Gene Mayer (USA-4)
bt Dominique Bedel (France) 6-1, 6-4. 6-3.

Haroon Ismail (Zimbabwe) bt Francisco

Gonzales (Puerto Rico) 4-6, 6-3, 6-2. 6-2;

Carlos Motta ( Brazil) bt Wolfgang Popp ( W.
Germany) 6-3. 3-6, 6-3, 7-6; Chris Mavone
USA) bt Chris Wittus (USA) 6-7. 6-3. 7-5,

6-

3; Bob Testermann (USA) bt Pavel Huika
(Czech*) 6-4. 6-1, 4-6, 6-4.

Thierry Ttilasne (France) bt Jose Higueras

(Spain) 6-3, 6-0, 6-3, Eric Deblicker

(France) bt Kernando Mayoetto (Peru) 6-2,

7-

6, 6-4; John McEnroe fUSA-3) bt Vince

Van Patten (USA) 6-2, 6-0, 6-4; Hans
Simonsson (Sweden) bt Jerome Poticr

(France) 6-1. 5-7. 6-4, 6-2: Angel Gimcne/
(Spain) bt Mario Martinez) Bolivia) 6-4. 7-5.

6-2.

Pascal Porte* (France) bi Ross Case
(Australia) b-3,6-7.6-2; Billy Martini USA)
’bt Miguel Mir (Spain) 4-6. 7-6. 7-t>. 6-3:

Terry Moor (USA) bt Anders Jurryd
(Sweden) 6-2, 6-4, 6-2

WOMEN’S SINGLES: Chris Even-Uoyd
(USA- 1) bt Claudia Kohde (W. Germany)
6-3, 6-2; Petra Delbees(Switz) bt Christiane
Jolissaini (Switz) 6-0, 6-0; Sandy Collins

(USA) bt Sophie Amiach (France) 6-3, o-2
Barbara Jordan (USA) bt Sue Barker (GB)
6-3, 6-0; Hana Mandlikova (Czech-4) bt

Lucia Romanov ( Romania) 6-2.6- 1 : Benina
Bunge (USA- 10) bt Jo Dune (GB) 6-2, 6-3;

Lena Sandim (Sweden) bt Debbie Freeman
(Australia) 6-1. 6-2; Stacy Margolin (USA)
bt Karin Gulley (Australia) 7-5. 4-6. 6-4.

year-old Frenchman Dominique Bedel. The
25-year-old baby-faced player from New
Jersey, whose principal arm is a devastating

double-backhand, was always in control and
looked good value for his 6-1. 6-4. 6-3
victory.

Another seeded player to reach the second
round in straight- sets was Balasz Taroary of
Hungary. The East European player gave
away only four games to Hank Pfisier of the
United States. The 27-year-oJd American,
unsettled and never at his best, went down
3-6. 0-6. 1-6 to the 15th seed.

Carlos Mona of Brazil clinched an unenvi-
able second- round clash against the defend-

ing champion Bjorn Borg when he snatched a
6-3. 3-6. 6-3. 7-0 victory after a hard-fought
battle against 2 .3-year-old West German
Wolfgang Popp. He took the final set tic-

break 9-7.

Defending champion Chris Even-Lloyd
heat West German teenager .'Claudia

Kohde in str.nght-sets 6-3. 6-2 to reach the

second- round moments before renewed rain

stopped plyv on the second day.

And as the 26-vear-old American left the

center-court after a one-and-a-half hour
match and with groundstaff hauling pro-

tective covers into place, she confessed that

she had a special reason to feel apprehensive
about the result of her opening game.

“ My parents are coming to see me with my
sisteT this year and they don’t arrive until

Thursday, if I'd lost today I'd have had to
have phoned them and told them not to

come.

“Mv mother has been here before but never

my dad. It will be his first time. That’s why 1

shall be reads pleased if I could win the title with

them both watching. "My dad’s the one
who made me into the player I am."

WELLINGTON, South Africa, (AFP)
— The South Africa country "B” team beat

the touring Irish by 17 points to 16 in their

Rugby Union match in Wellington

Tuesday. Ireland led 9-7 at halftime.

INDIANAPOLIS (AFP) — Dejected
veteran Bobby Unser is to appeal against

Monday's decision to depose him as winner
of the prestigious Indianapolis 500 motor
race. The 47-year-old American briefly

became the oldest ever winner of the annual
endurance classic Sunday when he came
home first for the third time in his career.

MELBOURNE, (R) —The president of

Australia’s' Commonwealth Games
Association, Leslie Martyn, slid Monday
that New Zealand's invitation to South
Africa to make a rugby tour may make
New Zealand unwelcome at the Games in

Brisbane next year. The invitation was a

dear breach of the games federation.

BRIEFS
COPENHAGEN, Denmark, (AP) —

The Danish Badminton Federation was
hotidng out Monday against strong gov-

ernment pressure to call offa South African

tour by a squad ofyoung talents planned for

next July. Federation president Frcde
Kruse-Christiansen said an appeal, the sec-

ond in two months, bv Foreign Minister

Kjeld Olesen that the federation abstain

from any cooperation with the apartheid

slate appeared to retied double standards

on the pan of the government.

BRATISLAVA. Czechoslovakia. ( R) —
Czechoslovakia, eager to reach the World

Soccer Cup finals, hope for a big win over

semi-professional Iceland in a Group Three
qualifying match Wednesday.
Czechoslovakia lie third in the group

behind Wales, who have eight points from
four matches, and the Soviet Union, four

from two. The Czechoslovaks also have
tour points but have played an extra game.

TORONTO. Canada (API —'China,
which won :tll seven titles at the World
Table Tennis Championships last month,
will compete in (he Canadian Open
Championships June 10-13. tournament

officials announced Monday. Also
scheduled to compete are entries from

Canada, the United States, Yugoslavia,

Pakistan. .Korea. Singapore. Hungary.
Italv . Jamaica. Argentina and Egypt.

AUCKLAND. (.AFP) — The Scottish

Rugby Union tourists play their first match

of the New Zealand tour Wednesday and
the resulting publicity will probably be the

first time many New Zealanders other than

diehard rugby fans will realize they have an

international team visiting their country.
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Contract f
Bridge • B. Jay Beckerfe-

It Pays to Be Extravagant
South dealer.

Both sides vulnerable.

NORTH8 6 3

A 10 9 8 2

064
*A62

WEST EAST
J 10 9 7 *5 4 2

<?65 <?J743
0 K J 8 OQ752Q 10 8 3 *K9

SOUTHAKQ
OKQ
0 A 10 9 3
J 7 5 4

The bidding:

South West North Blast

10 Pass IS? Pass
2 NT Pass 3 NT

Opening lead — jack of

spades.

Very few declarers would
deliberately jeopardize a

game for the sake of trying to

make a 30-point overtrick. To
do so — even when the over-

trick seems highly probable—
would be equivalent to laying

odds ofabout 20-to-l.

Consider this deal where

West leads a spade. Let’s say

declarer wins with the queen,

cashes the K-Q of hearts,

crosses to the ace of clubs, and

leads the ace of hearts — on

which West shows out. South

must now go down one,

regardless of what he does

next.

It is certainly easy to at-

tribute the outcome to the

unlucky division in hearts —
the suit could have been divid-

ed 3-3, or either defender

might have had the singleton

or doubleton jack.

But the fact is that, from the

word go, South can guarantee

nine tricks 100 per cent by
making use of a perfectly sim-

ple play. All he has to do is

cash the king of hearts at trick

two and overtake the queen
with the ace at trick three.

He then plays the ten of

hearts to force out the jack

and in that way assures

himself of nine tricks compos-
ed of three spades, four

hearts, and the two minor
aces.

Let’s grant that there is a
perfectly natural reluctance

to spend the queen and ace of

hearts on one trick. It does

seem to be exceptionally ex-

travagant — but that is

scarcely a good excuse for

failing to make the play. The
overtrick thatmight be lostby
this lavish expenditure is well

worththe price.
To fail to overtake the queen

of hearts amounts to being

penny wise andpoundfoolish.

©1981 King Features Syndicate. Inc.
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Your Individual

Horoscope
Frances Drake

FORWEDNESDAY,
Whatkind of day will tomor-

row be? To find out what the

stars say, read the forecast

given for your birth Sign.

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19:

Use a quiet day con-

structively. Don't brood about

past slights or a lack of activi-

ty. The pace will quicken

tomorrow.

taurus
(Apr. 20 to May 20)

Keep financial moves
realistic. Avoid dubious in-

vestment schemes. Social life

needn't lead to extravagance

or self-indulgence.

GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20

)

Guard against inap-
propriate behavior with a

higher-up. A loo-friendly or

familiar attitude could work

against vour best interests.

CANCER
(June 21 to July 22 1

Be careful of health and
diet. You .may have mixed
feelings about a trip. Think

positively and don't succumb
to moodiness.

(July 23 to Aug. 22)

Romance has a deceptive

qualify. Others are sensitive

and easily hurt now. Curb
spendthrift tendencies in the

late evening.

VIRGO np\A
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) y ril

Others are slow to commit
themselves at present Too
much preoccupation with

by THOMAS J05EPH
ACROSS 38 Bacteriolo-

I Scandal sheets gist's wire

5 "Tour Cheatin’ 39 Type of race

40 Belgian
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career matters could came
you to slight another.

LIBRA a
Sept, 23 to OcL 22 1 *
An eiement of confusfcn af

-

fects business dealings. Don't

commit yourself until you dou-

ble check the facts. Egcfue
touchy now.

SCORPIO mW
r Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)

Finances could be a bone of

contention between doseones.

Intimate questions aren’t easi-

ly solved now. Don’t force

issues.

SAGITTARIUS
• Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)

You may not accompbah as
much as you’d like an the job.

Don't let your aim titoeed

your grasp. Be considerate of

familv.

CAPRICORN
« Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) WKlf
You may be an the wrong

track regarding another's

motivations. Don’t play the

part of an amateur
psychiatrist Watch verbal

slips.

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)

Friends tempt you to self-

indulgence. Avoid excessive

expenditure in the pursuit of

pleasure. Power {days sow
center on finances.

PISCES
I Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)

Be yourself. Anticipating

another's needs in the hope of

gaining favors is tantamount
to insincerity. Dovnqday ego
after dark.
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1 Went wild

2 Swiftly

3 Traffic center

for space Yesterday's Answer

shots 9 Had a general 24 Foreshadow,

5-27

4 Man's tendency
nickname U Singer

5Possess

fi Time of

day
7 Homes
involving

downed
pilots

8 Settle

Newton
15 Fearless

18 Numerical

suffix

21 Asian desert

22 Observa-

tory site

23 Norm

26 Dike

29
M— FabBah

Things’
4

36 Horse (pare

32 GnatnirifUm
frutt i

35 Author -

Levin

30 Chinese

sauce

10 — Harbor,

Guam
11 More

undulatory

12 Old English

prison

13 Not agree-

able to

14 Medieval

shield

15 Cricket

game nm
16 One of the

Trinity

17 Texas city

19 Ancient

times

20 Opposite

of stet

21 Contributed

22 Walked
24 In a rut

25 Bard’s

river

26 Ear part

27 Author

Deighton

28 River in

N. Car.

31 Scrap

32 Caesarean

greeting

33 Tea
34 Oceanic

36 Fat

37 Grecian shop-

ping [daces

DAILY CRYPT6QUOTE - Hei
AXYDLBAAXR

Is LONGFELLOW
Ope letter amply stands for another. In this sample A is

used for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters.
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all
hints. Each day the code letters are differenL

CRYPTOQUOTES
R D I Z B E B Z I

to work it:

J Z Q P X I

I Z Q E Z B N X N X R L D

T N 0

H S

RDSZBRHBRIW. - NKSBZO NOKZB
Yesterday's Cryptoquote: AVOID POPULARITY; IT HAS
MANY SNARES, AND NO REAIV BENEFITS —WILLIAM
PENN © 1981 King Features Syndicate. Inc.
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WEDNESDAY, MAY 27, 1981

AVAILABLE FOR RENT
BUILDING 18 FULLY FURNISHED APARTMENT

DOUBLE BEDROOM, SITTING ROOM
KITCHEN & BATHROOM,

BEHIND CONDAS AIRPORT ROAD RIYADH
PLEASE CONTACT: TEL. : 478-7542

MR. RAFIK OR MR. MILAD.

TODD LOGISTICS,INC,WILL CEASE fTS OPERATIONS AND
RESPONSIBILITIES AT RIYADH,JEDDAH AL KHOBAR AND imAI L
QN28JUNE 1981 AND WILL NOTE

#

iraSSufKl
S1TCS MANAGEMENT ACTIONS,NOR ANY OTHER ACTIONS AT
THESE LOCATIONS AFDER28JUNE 1981. ALL CLAIMS MUST
BE SUBMITTED PRIOR T20JUNE 1981 JQ:
WO LOGISTICS, INC. R0H0X:2959 RIYADH,SAUDI ARABIA.

CRANE HIRING^
WEIGHT UP TO 120 TON HEIGHT

UPTO 72M. WITH GERMAN DRIVER
Please Call. TEL.4761784 RIYADH

TEL.682344QJEDDAH
OR WRITE TO

P.O.BOX.6262 RIYADH W.

FOR SHORT-TERM RENT
Two excellent villas in Suleimanyah, near Sang Compound. Fumisheo
in American style and include amenities like telephone, dish washer,
dryer, utensils and swimming pool. All utilities paid.

Contact: Mr. Neil Rogers 464-5808. Continental telephone of Saudi
Arabia.

ALRASHID -ABETONC
- READY MIXED & PRECAST

PRECAST BOUNDARY WALLS
•RAPID DELIVERY
•TOP QUALITY
•TURNKEY JOB

RIYADH CALL TEL: 4026546, 4919986 ^

THE PAN ISLAMIC

STEAMSHIP CO. LTD. KARACHI
ANNOUNCE

REGULAR MONTHLY SAILING OF PASSENGER VESSEL

M.V.SAFINA-E-ARAB
Between Jeddah & Karachi

ARRIVING JEDDAH ON 27.7.i40lHij/ 3l.5.i98i

CONSIGNEES ARE REQUESTED TO COLLECT DELIVERY
ORDERS ON PRODUCTION OF ORIGINAL BILL OF

LADING OR BANK GUARANTEES

VESSEL SAILING FROM JEDDAH ON 1.8-Wbi H5/3.6.198I

FOR BOOKING OF PASSENGERS, CARS, REFRIGERATORS
A IRCOND ITIONERS,WASHING MACHINES, PERSONAL

EFFECTS AND CARGO.

PLEASE CONTACT GENERAL AGENTS

THE SHIPPING CORPORATION OF SAUDI ARABIA
8/ KING KHALID STREET, NEAR ™Dl MTUl^UJJAJ
OPPOSITE HAJJ AND AUQAF MINSTRY BUILDING

4 jeddah(TEL 6423931 , 642571 7)

TELEX. 401078 SJ arab ^

NDT/INSPECTION
PERSONNEL

An Abu Dhabi based international NDT and Inspection

Contractor urgently seeks applications from the

following personnel:

Inspectors

Radiographic

WekJing (Piping)

Operators

MPI/DP
Ultrasonic (C.S.W.I.P. 3-6 Qual)

Welding (Structures) Uftrasonic (Level II Qual)

Paint Radiographic

All applicants must have recognised qualifications

(Lloyds, D.N.V. etc.) where applicable.

The above positions are open to UK/European/

N. American expats as well as Asian applicants.

Contracts, which include an attractive package of

benefits, will be on a one year renewable basis.

Married status may be possible.

Please apply immediately in writing, providing a full CV

and enclosing copies of certificates and testimonials to:

P.O. Box 6568, Abu Dhabi, U.A.E.

Aiabnews Market Place

4 weekly flights to TfJ

Vienna>
T^rlrloT-i deP- ev«y Wednesday and Thursday at 1L25 am.
JV^uuil art to Vienna at 17.30 p.m.

rVhoVvro-n deP- eveiy Tuesday and Friday at 11.10am
J^IIuIJIcUlarn to Vienna at 17J20 p.m.

AUSTRIANA/RUNES
Reservation and Ticketing: Jeddah TeL 6602356, 6424432, 6425326; Riyadh 4013962*
Dhahran Alkhobar, 8643005, 8648411; AJ-Jubail 613873

Wanted

FOR RENT htt
CONSTRUCTIONCOMPANYWORKFORCE

ACCOMMODATION

T.C.N. Camp in an enclosed area of 12,000 square metres
situated approximately 10 kilometres from Petromin flyover

on Dhahran Road, Riyadh. Contains accommodation for 700
employees plus senior staff quarters for a further 100

personnel. In addition to sleeping accommodation the premises
include fully equipped catering facilities, dining room,

hospital facilities and recreation room. Site services include

power generation, water and septic tanks.

We are prepared to consider offers to rent all or part

of the premises.

Please Contact:
Mr.Mike Poppleton -Tel.Riyadh 47G0432

A well experienced Chief Accountant is required for a European
Company based in Jeddah.

Applicants should have had several years experience in the same
position within the Kingdom.

Arabic and English essential. Applicants with spoken Italian

will be given priority.

Salary and benefits according to previous experience.

Preference to Saudi nationals and those holding transferable Iqama.

Please Call: 6670084 - 6670088 - Jeddah.

Office Hours: 8 a.m.— 1 p.m. and 4 p.m.—7.30 p.m.

Required
Immediately

A- 5 Cable jointers experienced in 1 10 KV Oil Filled Cables.

B— 3 Cable jointers mates/helpers.

C— 2 Oil Technicians mates/helpers.

D— 1 Accountant/Book Keeper.

E— 4 Electricians.

POSITIONS A, B AND C ARE FOR MUSLIMS ONLY, FOR
POSITION D KNOWLEDGE OF ENGLISH AND ARABIC IS A
MUST. PLEASE CONTACT MR. G. OSMAN FROM 8.30 A.M.
TO 4 P.M. ON PHONE NO. 6692642-6670944.

WANTED
SAUDI ELECTRONICS COMPANY

( MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC AGENCY)
requires the following:

Mechanical Engineers minimum three years
experience in central airconditioning field.

Airconditioning Technicians with previous

experience in handling and installation

Applicants should have a transferable Iqama.
Interested may contact.

Tel. 4044802 RO. Box: 6214 Riyadh

A HAJI ABDULLAH AUREZAW & C0.ITD.,JEDDAH
, AGENTSOF

FJtfYX
« MWOM VUIIN KAIIM

ANNOUNCE THE ARRIVAL OF
MV WAKAGIKU MARU Voy.17

With General Cargo
on 27-25-81 (ETD 28-5-81)

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
SHIPPING DEPARTMENT, 12TH FLOOR ALIREZA CENTRE
KING ABOUL AZIZ STREET. P.O. BOX 7158. JEDDAH (SLA.) .

CABLE: ZA1NALREZASHIP A
TELEX: 401037 ZEREZA SJ. PHONE: 6422233 EXT. 313-3GO-298

POOLSIDE DINNER BARBECUE 1*4^
AT THE @rm

loaders

with 3% cu. yd. bucket
with cab 170 hp.

<Wlwmd rllMir

REZAYAT TRADING COMPANY OPERATING FROM

SAUDI ARABIAN ENGffiEBtiNG CO. Htt
P. O. Bos 38*.OMmn Airport. Saocfi Anbla.
Tal: 85785GB, BS7S852. 8876211. Tatax: 671248 SAECO&J.
Mtan ottlcm and wartaham Ctammu Khobar main Road.
JUbaM: Tal. <04610580. 03*12082. Tatar 6310*8 SJ.

ftiyadk
INTER*CONTINENTAL

HOTEL

The Dinner Barbecue Is being
t

* •

served every Wednesday and
Thursday evenings around V Jj

the swimming pool from ' - 1
S.00 P.M. toll PM. ‘-rfjL

.A delightful atmosphere "Te^
for Relaxed Family .Dining
surrounded by a beautiful

landscape. .<Sw

m*-
The pool-side Barbecue

Lunch will continue lo be
served ever.- FnJav from

noon till?.06 P.M
1 For reservations please

t •; call 46.1-5000 extensions
- ?V20 or 7925

=0

There is always something happening at the

Riyadh- INTER.-C0NT1NEXTAL HOTEL

c.f-

FORRENT
Available for rent with
excellent operators

the following

machinery & equipment;

EXCAVATORS

BULLDOZERS

SHOVELS

ELECTRICITY GENERATORS

CATERPILLAR 235

930,950,977

CAPACITY 263 KVA

CRANES 14 TONS-MOBILE

GRADERS

COMPACTORS

VARIOUS OTHER EQUIPMENT

14G

1/2 TON TO 14 TONS

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CALL:
491-6196 1 RIYADH.

vacant posts
A BIG NATIONAL ESTABLISHMENT REQUIRES THE

SERVICES OF:-

1. Manager Personnel Administration.
Applicants should be Saudi Nationals with at feast 3 years of relevant

experience and with a University degree or seven years experience.

Good salary alongwith other special benefits commensurate with

experience and qualifications.

2. Deputy Financial Manager.
Should be a Saudi National with Bachelor's degree in Accounting

and 5 years experience in Finance Administration, or M.A.

degree with 2 years experience and good working knowledge of

the English language.

Good salary and other benefits in accordance with experience

and qualifications.

3. Follow-up Employee.

Should be Saudi National with on the job experience of not less

than three years.

Applications should be sent to P.O. Box 8849 Jeddah alongwith

copies of relevant certificates and applicants address and

phone numbers if available.

Acceptable candidates will be called for interview.

V ....

Jis.''5V5
&L. 9

Sty
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‘Upsurge of lawlessness

’

Warsaw condemns
insults’ to Soviets
WARSAW, May 26 (Agencies) —

Poland’s harassed government has revealed

and condemned cases of hostility toward loc-

ally based Soviet troops as well as anti-

Communist statements and leaflets.

A tough government attack Monday on
what it called an upsurge of lawlessness came
shortly after word that two former gov-

ernment minister removed since labor unrest

erupted last year, had com mined suicide

within the past two days.

Student-sponsored street-demonstrations

in Warsaw and other towns Monday night,

demanding freedom for political prisoners,

passed of without serious incident. Monday
night* s government statement, after a meet-

ing of the council of ministers headed by
Prime Minister Wojdech Jaruzelski, con-

demned instances of “insults" to Soviet sol-

diers stationed in Poland.
A report on the meeting by the official

news agency PAP had initially spoken of

“attacks?’ on Soviet troops but later changed
this to “insults" without explanation. Soviet

army and air force units are stationed in

Poland to safeguard vital lines of com-
munication from their homeland to Soviet

forces in East Germany.
Meanwhile, a district branch of the Sol-

idarity free trade union said Tuesday that

Soviet soldiers stationed in Poland had
beaten up a Polish citizen and that the case

was being investigated by the military

authorities of both countries.

The gowernment’s statement said an

upsurge of lawlessness was being aggravated

by anti-Communist statements, leaflets and

placards, and attempts to stir up anti-Soviet

feeling. Polish authorities would take
necessary action to protea and uphold their

obligations to the Warsaw Paa allies, it said.

Some 10,000 Poles marched through

Warsaw Monday night to demand freedom
for polidtal prisoners. PAP said students in

some other cities, heeding advice to avoid

possible trouble, had canceled street

marches.

The official announcement that Soviet sol-

diers had been “insulted" was generally seen

here as a deliberate ploy in the government*

s

campaign against disorder. Observers
suggests! that authorities had exaggerated in

order to “frighten'* the population into grea-

ter respect for law and order. The gov-

ernment is believed to fear things could get

out of hand.

This interpretation appeared strengthened

by a new incident Tuesday. PAP reported

that women in the southern village of

Horodlo stormed a shop on learning that it

had been newly stocked with washingpowder
and cigarettes— commodities in short supply

in Poland— and grabbed the lot. Police were
called but proved on match for the
determined housewives.

MASSIVE MARCH: Thousands of Warsaw students march In the streets Monday demanding release of political prisoners in Poland.

The Independent students onion organized the march and campus demonstrations throughout Poland. They were thefirst such demonstrations

since last July.

Japan, America begin air exercises IRA bombs hit troops
TOKYO, May 26 (Agencies) — Japanese

and American fighter aircraft began
maneuvers over Okinawa Tuesday as a surge
of anti-American sentiment in Japan began
to show signs of waning. Japanese Air Force
F-104 Starfightere and United States Air
.Force F-15 Eagles staged mock air combats
'over the island and the adjacent sea at the
start of four days of maneuvers.
The exercises began only four days after

joint naval maneuvers were canceled by the
Japanese government in an effort to quell a
controversy over Japan's attitude to defense
and an associated wave of anti-American
feeling. Political sources said the start of the
air exercises, which had been planned far in

advance, indicated that the Japanese and
American authorities were convinced that
the controversy was ending.
But they said an accident could nigger

another bout of anti-American feeling, which
began last April 9 when an American sub-
marine accidentally sank a Japanese freigh-
ter, killing two sailors.

Meanwhile, three U.S. Navy guided missile
destroyers arrived at Sasebo in southern
Japan after another city, Kita-Kyusbu,
canceled a planned visit. The change
followed allegations by former senior
American officials that ships of the U.S. 7th

Fleet have been carrying nuclear weapons
through Japanese ports in apparent violation

of Japanese regulations.

Tire three ships had been part of a 22-ship

Japanese and American force exercising

in the sea of Japan. The Tokyo government
called off the maneuver when Japanese

fishermen complained that the warships had
slashed dozens of fish nets and lines. The
governments adapted stand was reinforced

Tuesday by high-level officials testifying

before parliament, that it had no evidence

that U.S. nuclear weapons have been trans-

ported through, or stored in: Japan.

However, a foreign ministry spokesman
said Tuesday that Japan has made a second
official inquiry about reports that U.S.

nuclear weapons were brought into Japan.

Kazuhiro Tajika said the government had
asked through its Washington D.C. Embassy
about opposition party charges that at least

one nudear bomb was repaired in 1975 at the

U.S. Air Force Base at Kadena, Okinawa.

Last weekend, the ministry filed a similar

offidal inquiry with the U.S. Embassy here,

concerning a sign warning of possible nudear
accidents at a former U.S. ammunition dump
on Kyushu, Japan’s southernmost main

island.

Prime Minister Zenko Suzuki says all U.S.

military movements in Japan are subject to

“prior consultation but has insisted that no
nucleqr armaments have ever been
moved inside,Japan and would not beallowed
under any circumstances.

In 196S, the same year the “prior con-
sultation" policy was established,
Japan adopted three “non-nuclear principles"

banning the introduction, possession or
manufacture of atomic weapons. Public
support for that policy is strong, and daims
that the United States has violated it have
brought Suzukf s cabinet under heavy fire.

However, Muneoki Date, an official of the
foreign ministry’s treaty division, was quoted
by newspapers Tuesday as saying the gov-
ernment does not know whether any
nuclear-armed U.S. ships ever moved
through Japanese waters before April, 1968,
when the “prior consultation” rule went into
effect.

Before that, the ships were given the right
of "innocent passage" under the UJS.-Japan
mutual security treaty, and “we are unable to
say” whether some might have had nudear
weapons on board. Date was quoted as saying
during a Diet discussion of the uudear issue.

BELFASTJsforthem Ireland, May 26 (AP)
Irish Republican Army rioters attacked

police and troops with more than 250
gasoline bombs Monday night in

Londonderry, second biggest dty of North-

ern Ireland, after a graveside vow by anti-

British guerrillas to intensify tire fight against

British rule.

The fighting followed the funeral of 24-

year-old Patrick O’Hara, the fourth jailed

guerrilla to starve himself to death in the last

three weeksforprison reforms refused bythe
British government.

Police said several homemade hand
grenades were among the missiles raining

down on security forces on the fringe of the

city’s bqgside district, and a derelict building

also was set on fire.

A police spokesman said the street fury

“fizzled out” after midnight. An hour later,

two policemen on patrol early Tuesday were
injured, one seriously with multiple wounds
and burns,when they moved aooby-trapped
crate of gasoline bombs which they found

betide a supermarket. Police said the crate

exploded as it was lifted.

O'Hara belonged to the Irish National

Liberation Army (INLA), a group specializ-

ing in assassination. His frmeral brought
together members of INLA and the Irish

Republican Army’s “provisional” wing after

their split four years ago.

Coachloads of IRA sympathizersfrom all

overIreland turned up at the funeral to swell

the mourners, estimated by reportersat up to

20,000. An Unidentified INLA officerswore
at the graveside, “what we have done in the

past will be bettered in thefuture,” and called

for a “united front against British oppression

and economic exploitation.” The guerrillas

seek to reunite the Protestant-dominated

province with the 97 percent Roman Catholic

Irish Republic.

Four guerrillas jailed at the Maze prison

near Belfast are carrying on the hunger
strike. One Brendan McLaughlin, 29, on his

13th day without food, is reported near death
after refusing treatment for a bleeding,
perforated, ulcer.

A frightening prophecy came my way
the other day. The Japanese arecoming]
“Old hat," you may think.“Where hive

you been, fellow,” you might say. The
Japanese have already been and done it

Flooded the markets everywhere. Look at
your own house: that fridge, that TV, car
etc., etc. AH Japanese, all the best qualitv
and lowest price.

And you're right, of course. Bat they
are comine'from another, totaSydtffaent,
direction: It's the newspapers they’re
after, arid you can be sure that what
they're after they'll get. The Japanese
newspaper industry, so the American wri-

ter who gave out the warning said,» think-

ing of expanding imematkmafly. And in

Japan, no shadow falls between drought
and deed.

Oh, good, you might think. Twice as

good a paper for half the price. What’s
there to complain about? Ah, but you’re

not thinking of what it means for us, poor
non-Japanese newspaper people. And
you must do that thinking before it is loo
late.

For. if you want to know what
performance a Japanese journalist has,

you only have to look at the car*

industrious and intelligent people make.
Thus it's from zero to 1 20 words in sixty

seconds— the time yours truly would take

to find a piece of paper to write on.

Then he would turn in a whole column
before it's time for morning coffee. By
lunch break — in our case, a long and
leisurely one, in which, so we reB our
employers, we have to (fine hereand dine
there in search of “contacts — the

Japanese colleague would*ve finished erff

his page and is ready with new ideas

regarding next week's issue. .

He might be prevailed upon to have
lunch — given he has a humanitarian
employer. He would agree, after an
argument, to have five minutes, during
which he would consume a sandwich and
then comes back for more wetffc.:

You might think this is aH fttfr.T say it

aim; and furthermore I’m takfageteps. If

Chrysler can ask for government subsidy

because of Japanese competition,so can I

and aQ of us already — so we think —
overworked journalists.

Translated from Askmq Al AwJot

Indians ransack

Bangladesh’s

airlines office

Charles wedding
invitations sent
LONDON, May 26 (AP) — Invitations to

the July 29 royal wedding of Prinoe Charles

and Lady Diana Spencer have been sent to

more than 2,500 persons around the world,
Buckingham Palace said Tuesday.

All the recipients of the invitations were
not identified, but a palace spokesman said

theyincluded U.S. President Ronald Reagan,
the: heads of the state of Commonwealth,
NATO and European Economic Community
countries and some other government
leaders the prince has met on overseas tours.

When Prince Charles announced his

engagement in late February, Reagan said he

would like to attend the wedding, but it was

not known whether planswill be changed as

he recovers from the attempt on his life. The
U.S. Embassy said it had no offidal word.

The palace spokesman noted that despite

the large number of invitations“some people

are being disappointed." “More than 2,500

places may seem like a lot for a wedding, but

when you try to spread them out over the

wprld, and try to represent the various sec-

tions of the community, it ends up with too

few " he said.

Hijackers identified

Passengers back in Turkey

(AJP utaboftfi
ENDOF AN ORDEAL: Aifing hostages of the Turkish airliner hijarfryd Snmfaymorning
20 minutes after it left Istanbul for Ankara are taken into the building of the Burgas
airstrip in Bulgaria after the successful overpowering of their captors wmimg a 32-bonr
ordeal.

VIENNA, May 26 (R) — The passengers

and crew of a Turkish airliner hijacked to

Bulgaria at the weekend were .safely back in

Turkey Tuesday after overpowering their

captors in an operation worthy of anti-

terrorist troops.

AD but two of the 120 on board flew back
Monday night to Istanbul, their original

departure points on Sunday for a flight to

Ankara. They were hijackal by four leftist

extremists, including a uniformed Turkish

army conscript, and diverted to the Bulgarian

Blade sea resort of Burgas.

Two injured Japanese remained in Burgas
for treatment. The hijackers threatened to

kill five American bankers aboard and then

blow up foe plane unless foe Ankara gov-

ernment released47 prisoners in Turkey and
paid $500,000.
The ordeal ended Monday when Bulgarian

police lured two hijackers from foe plane,

apparently promising them a press con-

ference, and the passengers and crew over-

powered the other two in a slide operation.

Five passengers and two hijackers were

slightly hurt during foe struggle on board.

According to Turkish Radio, none was shot
allhough a few shots were fired.

Die end of the drama came three hours
before a deadline by which foe gunmen had
threatened to blow up the plane, and shortly

after they had handed farewell letters from
passengers to Turkish government
negotiators.

Two hijackers, including a uniformed
Turkish army conscript, were seized by
Bulgarian police when they left the plane
after being told they could give a press con-
ference, foe offidal Bulgarian News Agency
BTA said.

The U.S. Embassy in Sofia and Turkish
Radio said foe other two hijackers were dis-

armed by passengers and crew after foe
Turkish pitot suddenly started foe plane mov-
ing, throwing foe gunmen off balance. One of
foe American bankers held hostage, Jose

Clark from Citibank, said “the Turkish-

passengers worked out a plan to disarm the

hijackers and carried it out to perfection.”

The hijackers were identified by BTA as

members of the Turkish underground
“Dev-SoI” (revolutionary left) group.

Salyut 6 cosmonauts

return after 75 days
MOSCOW, May 26 (AP) — Soviet

cosmonauts Vladivir Kovalyonok and Viktor

Sayinykh returned to earth Tuesday after 75

days in space, Tass reported.

Tass said foe cosmonauts, launched March

12, were in good condition and had com-

pleted theirflight program successfully. They

landed in Soviet central Asia, 125 kins east of

foe dty of Dzhezkagan.
•*An examination of foe cosmonauts at the

landing point showed that they endured foe

orbital flight and foe return to earth well,"

Tass said.

During foe flight, foe two cosmonauts

received two visiting crews aboard foe Salyut

6 orbiting space station. They were

Mongolian cosmonaut Jugderdemidiyn

Gurragcha and his Soviet commander

Vladimir Dzhanibekov.from March 23 to 30,

and Romanian cosmonaut Dunaitru Pronariu

and Soviet Leonid Popov, from May 1 5.to 22.

France to honor arms deals
PARIS, May 26 (R)— France will honor

all existing contracts for aims deliveries but

it wili not sign new contracts for the sale of

arms to fascist or racist states. External

Relations Minister Claude Cheysson said

Tuesday.

Cheysson did not specify foe countries he

considered to be fasdst or radst. But the

French Sodalist Party with whom he is

linked haslong tagged South Africaasradst

and Chile and Argentina as fasdst.

The minister made clear that his

statement about honoring arms contracts

was aimed at reassuring Arab states in view

of new French President Francois

Mitterrand's, known pro-Israeli bias.

Doubtless, foreigners have a vested

interest in saying that our contracts wfll not

be respected thus indting foe Arabs to buy

elsewhere. But foe Arabs are not fooled.

They have just signed a contract with

France's Aerospatiale company for foe

launching of telecommunications
satellites,” Cheysson told Radio Europe.

Cheysson was answering a question on

whether France would continue to supply

arms to Iraq which is one of its main oil

suppliers and which purchases from France

large amounts of weaponry. He made no
reference to campaign statements by Pre-

sident Mitterrand indicating that he would
baitsupplies ofenriched uranium to Iraq for

its French-supplied Osirak nudearresearch
reactor.

The past French administration did not

list the uranium in foe arms category but

Mitterrand in his election statements

seemed to consider it to have military links.

Cheysson's remarks did not mention

whether foe new administration's policy of

honoring all contracts meant that France
would now resume arms delivery to

Argentina, Libya and Iran which were
halted by order of the outgoing
administration May 14. He was emphatic
however when he said: “in foe future we
will not sign contracts with fasdst or radst

states”

President Mitterrand will in foe next few
days send special envoys to all Arab
countries to explain the new
administration's policy, Cheysson said.
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NEW DELHI, May 26 (AP) - Some

youth activists of Prime Minister Indira

Gandhi's Congress Party ransacked the

Calcutta office of Bangladesh Biman, die

country’s national air carrier, Monday, the

United News of India agency reprated.

Another group of slogan-drahting party

members demonstrated outside the

Bangladesh deputy high commissioners

office in Calcutta, foe agency said. Congress

Party leader Subroto Mukherjee was quoted

by UNI as saying that the demonstrators were-

protesting foe “intrusion" of Bangladesh

gunboats on the vicinity of a disputed island

in foe Bay of Bengal, an anti-India campaign

in Bangladesh’s government-controlled

media and the attack on foe lndian Airlines

offioe Sunday in Dacca.
Mukherjee, who lead the demonstration

outside foe deputy high commissioner's

office, said his party activists pasted a

memorandum addressed to Bangladesh Pre-

sident Gen. Ziaur Rahman on foe mission's

gate. India and Bangladesh recently

exchanged shaiply-worded protest notes

over the tiny uninhabited island located in the

estuary of foe border "River Haribhanga,

India calls foe island “New. Moore” while

Bangladesh has christened it “South

Talpathy”.

In a separate development, India’s Border

Security Force fired several rounds "in' self-

defense” after they came under attack fro®

Bangladesh nationals identified as smuggle”

from across the international border, UNI

reported Monday. It quoted officials as say-

ing that there has been a recent upsurge »
smuggling along the border.

Gulf
from international rivalries, especially the pres-

ence of foreign naval forces and bases, for their

sake and that of the whole world.

Theydeclared that guaranteeing Gulf stability is

linked with the establishment of peace in the Mid-

dle East, a matter which underscores the necessity

of finding an equitable solution to the Palestinian

cause thatwould secure the legitimate rightsof the

Palestinian people, including their right to return

to their homeland and set Up an independent state

and would also bring about an Israeli withdrawal
from aD the occupied Arab territories, foremost
among which is Al-Quds Al-Sharif (Jerusalem).

They examined foe dangerous situation anting

from foe escalation offoe Zionist aggressionon the

Arab nation. In a spirit of national responsibility,

they discussed Israel’s continuation is violating the
sovereignty and independenceofsisterlyLebanon,
savagely shelling Lebanese dries and villages and
Palestinian camps, waging a war of extermination
against foe Palestinians, assaulting foe Arab
Deierrenr Fprees and threatening sisterly Syria.

They stressed their stand by Syria’s tide and fully

supported her. :

They called upon all parties in Lebanon to set

aside their differences, stop foe bloodshed on
Lebanese soQ and begin negotiationswith a view to

conrinarion within the framework of. Lebanese
legitimacy.

They supported foe efforts exerted to halt foe
Iraqi-Iranian war as one of the problems that pose

10 toe area’s security and increase the
likelihood of foreign intervention in it.

They stressed the necessityofdoubling efforts to
find a definitive settlement of the conflict
They also affirmed their commitment to the

Charter of the League of Arab States and to foe
resolutions issued by the Arab summits. They
affirmed their support of the Organization of the
IslamicConference and abidance by itsderisions as
well as adherence to the principles of non align-
ment and to foe United Nations Charter.

IJpon the invitation of King Khaled it has been
deaded to hold the second meeting in Riyadh dur-
ing foe month of Muharram, 1402H, correspond-
ing to foe first half of November, 1981.

Offending
alongside while crying about foe Panda’s low
petrol consumption.

In its next issue Stem also is running a two
column story about foe “silly ad," according
to Grimm. He added that foe German
Advertising Council has fbrbiddm Suzuki
from using foe advertisement again, although
foe company already has taken its derision
beforehand.

FOR HIRE
• CRANES 6 FORKLIFTS
• BULDOZERS
• ESCAVATORS
• WHEEL LOADERS
• LOW BED TRAILERS

Also maintenance for heavy

equipments.
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